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It started as a rock opera 
— a casual project in Patrick 
Fleming’s home-based BiFi 
Studio to fulﬁll his goal of 
writing and recording a rock 
opera by the time he was 25.
Fleming had moved to 
Ames in August of 1999 to 
attend Des Moines Area 
Community College and run 
his BiFi record label and stu-
dio. He was playing in Pookey 
Bleum, a staple band in the 
Ames music scene of the 
early 2000s, and after meet-
ing more musicians, started 
recording with friends.
It wasn’t necessarily in-
tended to be a live act, since 
most members were in other 
bands as well, but soon they 
had a ﬁrst gig.
“I think it was one of 
those things where someone 
asked Pookey Bleum to play 
this show, but Pookey Bleum 
couldn’t so I said well I have 
this other band, even though 
it wasn’t like a set band, and 
we’ll play the show,” he said.
Dressed in all green 
and nine members strong, 
Fleming’s band took the 
stage for the ﬁrst time as 
Poison Control Center in the 
basement of Friley Hall near 
the KURE station.
Ten years after perform-
ing their ﬁrst show Oct. 27, 
2000, Poison Control Center 
has traveled from coast to 
coast, performed for their 
idols and become one of the 
most well-known acts in 
the Ames-music scene. The 
band will hold its 10 year an-
niversary concert at 8 p.m. 
Thursday in the M-Shop.
See coverage of Poison 
Control Center in the Daily 
from the last ten years.
For the last ﬁve years, the 
band has toured as the four-
piece act of Fleming on vo-
cals and guitar, Devin Frank 
on vocals and guitar, Joe 
Terry on bass and Donald 
Ephraim Curtis on drums.
But in the beginning, the 
band started as much more.
“There was nine people 
in the band for the ﬁrst show 
and I think 14 for the second, 
and the third show we ever 
played we had 25 people on 
Iowa Secretary of State Michael 
Mauro announced Wednesday that 
Iowa is on track to set a record for 
early voting.
“Over the past seven days, county 
auditors have processed 83,921 ab-
sentee ballot requests bringing our 
statewide total to 173,243,” Mauro 
said. “Assuming we continue at even 
half that rate, early voting in Iowa will 
far exceed 2002 and 2006 totals.”
Although only 50,006 have actu-
ally been returned and recorded, as of 
Wednesday afternoon.
In contrast, 2006 saw 242,385 
Iowans vote by absentee ballot and 
2002 had 242,357 early voters.
In an overcrowded lecture hall, 
ISU alumna and CNN reporter 
Christine Romans spoke to stu-
dents about hardships Americans 
have faced and what students can 
do to help themselves in the current 
economy.
“For you, as students and units of 
labor, it’s going to be about competing 
in a landscape where there are 16 mil-
lion people out of work,” Romans said. 
Don’t Forget to Check 
Hy-Vee.com Tonight at 5pm!
and find out what hot deals will be available during our weekend sale!
Follow us on Facebook and Twitter.
‘Legally Blonde’
Broadway musical by Ames 
native comes to Stephens
p6B >>
Volleyball
Cyclones dominate, knock off 
Texas Tech in three-set sweep
p1B >>
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Flood 2010
Poison Control Center
celebrates10years
Ames music
At a Poison Control Center 
show, there is no such thing 
as a passive audience.
In Patrick Fleming’s eyes, 
the crowd is part of the band, 
and Thursday night the audi-
ence will literally be up on 
stage for PCC Karaoke.
Audience members will have 
a chance to sign up and take 
part in Poison Control Center 
songs after the band’s ﬁrst 
set.  
Participation can be any-
thing, Fleming said, ranging 
from an interpretive dance 
on stage during a song, to 
playing a harmonica solo, a 
guitar solo or just belting out 
a favorite tune. 
Names will be drawn from a 
hat during the show. 
Poison Control Center took the stage 
at 8 p.m. and immediately grabbed 
hold of the crowd’s attention. Don-
ning green outﬁts and calling them-
selves the “Kaleidoscope Kids” from 
Stoneybrook, U.S.A., the band, led 
by Pookey Bleum’s Pat Fleming and 
consisting of seven members playing 
an array of instruments, erupted into 
a powerful and emotional set pleas-
ing to both the eye and the ear.”
- Poison Control Center wins Battle 
of the Bands - By Tim Paluch, April 
23, 2001
The band fondly remembers instanc-
es of Natalie playing her keyboard 
on her head, Devin slicing his head 
open, Joe Terry playing two trumpets 
at the same time, Patrick breaking 
a girl’s foot and people doing the 
splits on stage and hanging from the 
rafters.”
- Poison Control Center full of ‘chaos’ 
- By Andrew Mabe, Oct. 3, 2003
Apparently feeling there wasn’t 
enough audience involvement in 
the sing-along, Fleming handed 
his guitar off to audience member 
Jordan Mayland, who fronts local 
band Keepers of the Carpet. Mayland 
kept up Fleming’s part while Flem-
ing ran around in the crowd chanting 
the repeated line, ‘Love, love is the 
answer/Until you get cancer.’ After 
he had perked up a number of audi-
ence members, Fleming vaulted the 
M-Shop’s bar while continuing to 
sing — to the apparent ire of the staff 
members behind it. From there he 
jumped to a pipe mounted along the 
ceiling and swung hand-over-hand 
over the audience.”
- Poison Control Center rocks on - By 
Bill Cleary, Sept. 24, 2007
Poison Control Center is infamous 
for having one of the wildest live acts 
around. Swinging on chandeliers, 
being a part of dogpiles and throw-
ing instruments high into the air are 
a few of its traits. ‘I try to play shows 
to bring enjoyment to my friends and 
to make somebody believe they can 
have a good time,’ Fleming said.”
- BiFi Records keeps pulse of Iowa 
scene - By Dan McClanahan, April 27, 
2006
Poison Control Center, made up of Patrick Fleming, Donald Ephraim Curtis, Devin Frank, Joe 
Terry and David Olson (not pictured), will play it’s 10-year anniversary concert at 8 p.m. Thursday 
at the Maintenance Shop. Courtesy photo: Patrick Fleming
Audience joins in 
with PCC Karaoke
Daily archives shed light on chaos, 
energy of band’s live shows
By Dylan Boyle
    iowastatedaily.com
Students 
advised 
to apply for 
FEMA aid
History:
Find more Daily coverage 
from the last 10 years at
www.Ames247.com
Iowa elections
Early votes 
adding up 
to indicate 
new record
By Tyler.Kingkade
    iowastatedaily.com
YOUTH.p3A >>
PCC.p7B >>
Live:
See video from the last 
PCC show at the M-Shop at
http://bit.ly/pccgriffle  
As the Oct. 13 deadline for FEMA 
aid draws near, off-campus students 
are encouraged to apply for aid if they 
think they might be eligible.
Don Bolger, FEMA spokesper-
son, strongly advises ﬂood-impacted 
students to consider applying for 
aid through the Individuals and 
Households Program if they haven’t 
done so already.
“If you feel you need some help, 
the only way to know if you’re eligible 
is to apply,” Bolger said. “Aid can apply 
to any number of things. If you lived 
in an apartment that was ﬂooded ... 
or if you had to move things to storage 
due to ﬂood damage at your home, you 
might be eligible.”
Students can either log on to di-
sasterassistance.gov, call 1.800.261.
FEMA, or visit the local disaster relief 
center, located at 1615 Golden Aspen 
Drive suite 108, to apply for aid.
Daily Staff
Job advice
Reporter 
urges more 
education
By Alayna.Flor
@iowastatedaily.com
ROMANS.p3A >>
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Wunan and his friends perform a hip-hop dance during the Mid-Autumn Festival on Sunday in 
the Great Hall of the Memorial Union. Mid-Autumn is the time of harvest moon in the Chinese 
lunar calendar, an important traditional Chinese festival. Photo: Zunkai Zhao/Iowa State Daily
Hip-Hop: Mid-Autumn Festival performance
Daily SnapshotWeather | Provided by ISU Meteorology Club
Sunny skies, tempera-
tures in the low 70s and 
light northwest winds.
 A little warmer, tempera-
tures in the upper 70s 
with a south wind 7 to 11 
mph.
Light winds and tempera-
tures in the upper 70s.
45|72
Thu
50|78
Fri
55|78
Sat
THURSDAY
iScreenprinting with 
Dara Poorman (series)
When: 
6 to 8 p.m.
What:
Create inexpensive 
way to customize T-
shirts. $46 students, 
public $56, shirts not 
included.
Where:
Workspace, Memorial 
Union
THURSDAY
“abUSed: The Postville 
Raid” film and discus-
sion
When: 
7 p.m.
What:
Luis Argueta’s docu-
mentary about immi-
gration raid. Free.
Where:
Sun Room, Memorial 
Union 
Calendar
THURSDAY
Brian Regan, stand-up 
comedy 
When: 
7:30 p.m.
What:
Comedy by performer 
featured on Letter-
man and Comedy 
Central. $37.50
Where:
Stephens Auditorium
bestbet!
Celebrity News
Notes and events.
THURSDAY
SUB Live Music: Poison 
Control Center 
When: 
8 p.m.
What:
$5 students, $6 
public
Where:
Maintenance Shop, 
Memorial Union
FRIDAY
“Orpheus Descending”
When: 
7:30 p.m.
What:
ISU Theatre produc-
tion, $8 ISU students, 
$15 adults, $13 
seniors
Where:
Stephens Auditorium
FRIDAY
Magician Dan Sperry  
When: 
11 p.m.
What:
Performance is free.
Where:
Great Hall, Memo-
rial Union
Police Blotter: Ames, ISU Police Departments
The information in the log comes from the ISU and City 
of Ames police departments’ records. 
All those accused of violating the law are innocent until 
proven guilty in a court of law.
Oct. 3
Dana Phillips, 21, 1300 
Coconino Road unit 249, was 
arrested and charged with 
operating while intoxicated. 
(reported at 2:30 a.m.)
A ﬁre alarm was activated fol-
lowing the discharge of two ﬁre 
extinguishers. Nathan Krohn, 
21, of Ankeny, was later identi-
ﬁed and arrested on charges of 
criminal mischief. (reported at 
2:57 a.m.)
Gregory Newsome, 18, of 
Tama, was arrested and 
charged with public intoxica-
tion. (reported at 3:06 a.m.)
Andrew Rector, 22, of Ankeny, 
was arrested on charges of 
third-degree burglary, interfer-
ence with ofﬁcial acts, fourth-
degree criminal mischief and 
public intoxication. (reported at 
4:47 a.m.)
Nathan Krohn, 21, of Ankeny, 
was arrested on charges of 
third-degree burglary, fourth-
degree criminal mischief and 
public intoxication. (reported at 
4:47 a.m.)
A purse was stolen from a 
parked car. The item was 
located a short distance away; 
nothing was taken. (reported at 
9:38 a.m.)
An ofﬁcer reported damage 
to a vending machine and a 
change machine. (reported at 
9:54 a.m.)
A vehicle that left the scene 
collided with a car owned by 
Nicole Cortum. (reported at 
10:40 a.m.)
Vehicles driven by Lisley Miller 
and William Tjaden were 
involved in a property damage 
collision. (reported at 11:04 
a.m.)
An individual reported damage 
to three vending machines. 
(reported at 12:01 p.m.)
Andrew Hulse, 2681 Helser 
Hall, reported the theft of a 
bike. (reported at 1:31 p.m.)
Kossi Sessou, 19, 4225 Lincoln 
Swing unit 21, was arrested 
and charged with harassment 
of a public ofﬁcer and interfer-
ence with ofﬁcial acts, simple. 
(reported at 3:30 p.m.)
Taylor Hunt, 19, 701 Maple 
Hall, was cited for under-
age possession of alcohol. 
(reported at 3:55 p.m.)
Foster Pottle, 20, 1217 
Delaware Ave. unit 9, was cited 
for underage possession of 
alcohol. (reported at 4:01 p.m.)
Dakota Nolte, 20, of Watkins, 
was cited for underage pos-
session of alcohol. (reported at 
4:01 p.m.)
Charles Berg, 19, of Mendota 
Heights, Minn., was cited for 
underage possession of alco-
hol. (reported at 4:11 p.m.)
Andrew Smith, 20, of Earlham, 
was cited for underage pos-
session of alcohol. (reported at 
4:27 p.m.)
Megan Irvine, 18, 211 Campus 
Ave., was cited for under-
age possession of alcohol. 
(reported at 4:36 p.m.)
Charles Gotlund, 20, of 
Mundelein, Ill., was cited for 
underage possession of alco-
hol. (reported at 4:54 p.m.)
Emily Askland, 19, of Polk City, 
was cited for underage pos-
session of alcohol. (reported at 
5:02 p.m.)
Austin Blatti, 18, 407 Welch 
Ave., was cited for underage 
possession of alcohol and 
possession of a false driver’s 
license. (reported at 5:04 p.m.)
Peter Dever, 19, 6338 Larch 
Hall, was cited for underage 
possession of alcohol and pos-
session of drug paraphernalia. 
(reported at 5:09 p.m.)
Lucas Nelson, 18, 6338 Larch 
Hall, was cited for under-
age possession of alcohol. 
(reported at 5:09 p.m.)
Samuel Smith, 18, 1214 Willow 
Hall, was cited for under-
age possession of alcohol. 
(reported at 5:15 p.m.)
Alexander Herndon, 18, 217 
Ash Ave., was arrested on 
charges of public intoxication. 
(reported at 5:23 p.m.)
Eliezer Ramirez, 20, 4912 
Mortensen Road unit 624, was 
arrested and charged with 
operating while intoxicated, 
contempt of court and posses-
sion of alcohol under the legal 
age. (reported at 5:24 p.m.)
Cody Doorneweerd, 19, of 
Lester, was arrested and 
charged with public intoxica-
tion. (reported at 6:31 p.m.)
Shane Bristol, 2280 Birch Hall, 
reported the theft of a com-
puter. (reported at 6:43 p.m.)
FRIDAY
SUB Live Music: Patty 
Larkin with Birdsong At 
Morning 
When: 
8 p.m.
What:
$11 students, $16 
public
Where:
Maintenance Shop, 
Memorial Union
Kanye announces 
forthcoming disc
 Yesterday via Twitter, West 
announced the name of his 
forthcoming disc. “The ofﬁcial 
album title is and always will 
be...,” West ﬁrst tweeted before 
following up with the name, “MY 
BEAUTIFUL DARK TWISTED 
FANTASY.”
After emerging from self-
exile with his single, “Power,” 
and a slew of new music via his 
G.O.O.D. Fridays campaign, West 
can put to rest the rumors of the 
album being called “Good-A** 
Job” or “Mama’s Boy.”
Taylor Swift’s pen 
only targets some
Taylor Swift’s exes must be 
shaking in their boots about 
whether they’ll get ripped to 
shreds on her upcoming album 
“Speak Now,” but former beau 
Taylor Lautner, for one, can 
sleep easy. The singer says in 
the November issue of Glamour 
magazine that she’s still on good 
terms with the “Twilight” star. 
“He’s one of my best friends,” 
Swift, 20, says of “Valentine’s 
Day” co-star Lautner, 18, from 
whom she split last December.
Kim Kardashian 
followers rise
Life is tweet for Kim 
Kardashian, the reality star 
has reached 5 million Twitter 
followers! “Last night I was 
glued to my laptop when I saw 
I was close to getting my ﬁve 
millionth follower on Twitter,” 
the “Keeping Up With the 
Kardashians” star wrote on her 
blog on October 5. “I couldn’t 
believe it when it happened! It’s 
such a mind blowing feeling.”
FRIDAY
“Legally Blonde: The 
Musical”  
When: 
7:30 p.m.
What:
$20 ISU students, 
$45-49 adults, $25 
youth 
Where:
Stephens Auditorium
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“That’s why smart is the new 
rich — you have to be smarter 
than ever in this globalized 
economy.”
In Romans’ new book, 
“Smart is the New Rich,” she 
discusses problems and chal-
lenges in the current economy.
“A lot of very smart people, 
and all walks of life, agree that 
we need smart people to be 
the backbone of our country 
when it comes to innovation 
and moving forward,” Romans 
said.
As college students, it is 
good to stick with focusing on 
the positives and not about 
what negatives are going on in 
the real world.
A large part of Romans’ 
speech was about big think-
ers — people who are educat-
ing themselves to be ahead of 
those who are not. 
The economy in the next 
decade is going to be based 
on new technology and 
information. 
With more of both being 
produced every day, it’s the job 
of today’s generation to stay on 
top of it.
Thankfully, there is a lot of 
optimism out there to adapt to 
the changing world, Romans 
said.
“When I talk to young peo-
ple, they can’t wait to get out 
there and ﬁx problems,” she 
said.
Romans also tapped into 
the issue of today’s job market.
“Today we have lost 8.4 mil-
lion jobs in the past two years 
... it would take 56 months 
to restore those jobs, with 
each month creating at least 
300,000 new jobs,” Romans 
said.
College students are faced 
with the hardships of the cur-
rent job market, with fewer 
ways to use their education in 
the workforce.
“The treasurer depart-
ment said this week that the 
middle class is spending less: 
American families are looking 
in, tightening their belt, ﬁgur-
ing out how to manage your tu-
ition and your needs,” Romans 
said. 
“For some families, they 
are [forced to] into retire-
ment plans to pay for student 
tuitions.”
Even when students leave 
college with large amounts of 
debt, Romans advises to load 
up on the education while you 
can.
“Borrowed money now is 
cheaper than it’s ever been,” 
Romans said. “Student loans 
are good debt.”
Aside from debt out of 
college, ﬁnding a job is also 
difficult for most graduates. 
Being smart and using outside 
resources will help graduates 
land the jobs. 
Romans also empha-
sized the importance of net-
working in order to help ﬁnd 
employment.
“Somebody is only going 
to hire you if you can tell them 
how you can save them mon-
ey,” Romans said.
Romans mentioned exten-
sive trade and globalization 
going on worldwide as well. 
Gadgets and gizmos that the 
middle and upper class can af-
ford are being produced in oth-
er countries, and that is taking 
a toll on both parties.
“The irony of technology 
is that we can see what’s hap-
pening around the world. But 
some technology is changing 
the culture of the [very] people 
that are making it,” Romans 
said. 
“Even our comforts here 
are changing the ways of life 
elsewhere.”
Romans ended by compar-
ing the American dream to the 
American reality. 
“For the ﬁrst time in a 
long time, with the American 
dream or American reality, 
should we be doing some se-
rious soul searching about 
where we stand?” Romans 
said.
American Atheists, a major 
advocacy group for nonbeliever 
civil rights and state-church sepa-
ration, has selected Des Moines 
to host its national convention in 
2011.
The convention features 
speakers, panels, activism work-
shops and social events for nonre-
ligious, as well as curious, people.
“This is a unique and historic 
event insofar as I don’t recall a 
national atheist organization ever 
having Des Moines as its conven-
tion center,” said Hector Avalos, 
professor of philosophy and reli-
gious studies, and adviser for the 
Atheist and Agnostic Society at 
Iowa State.
The decision to host the con-
vention in Des Moines was based 
on the value for members, acces-
sibility, the fact that it’s an inter-
esting city and the convention’s 
theme, “Atheists Caucus in the 
Heartland,” among other things, 
according to the event listing on 
the American Atheists website.
“The major factor, though, 
was the rapidly growing activ-
ism and presence of atheist, 
freethought, secular, skeptical 
and humanist groups through-
out the region,” said Ed Buckner, 
president of American Atheists, 
on the American Atheists website. 
“We have been very impressed by 
this, and want to do all we can to 
help and to further energize these 
groups.”
Organizers hope that the cen-
tralized location will draw attend-
ees from across the nation.
“This convention is by and 
for nonreligious people, or if they 
are uninvolved and want to know 
more about the group,” said David 
Silverman, vice president of 
American Atheists. “Local groups 
will be involved as well as national 
groups. People in Iowa consider 
themselves to be alone; this will 
help them know that they are not.”
With the growing presence in 
the Midwest, Avalos believes hold-
ing such an event in Des Moines 
will be informative for Iowans.
“Ideally, the American Atheists 
probably wish to educate the pub-
lic about a group that is much 
misunderstood and even hated by 
some,” Avalos said. “The more ac-
ceptance of divergent viewpoints 
in a society, the better people can 
get along.”
The event is scheduled to take 
place April 21 to 24 at the Embassy 
Suites in Des Moines. Discounts 
are available for members, early 
registration, students and others.
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3URJUDP/HDGHUIRU6RLO6FLHQFHIRUWKH86'$([WHQVLRQ6HUYLFH
LQ:DVKLQJWRQ'&+HKDVDOVRVHUYHGDWWKHDSSRLQWPHQWRI
,RZDJRYHUQRUVRQWKHVWDWH(QYLURQPHQWDO3URWHFWLRQ
&RPPLVVLRQ)RRG3ROLF\&RXQFLODQGWKH2UJDQLF6WDQGDUGV
%RDUGV7KLFNHLVWKHUHFLSLHQWRIWKH/HRSROG&HQWHU¶V
6SHQFHU$ZDUGIRU6XVWDLQDEOH$JULFXOWXUHDQGWKH
6XVWDLQDEOH$JULFXOWXUH$FKLHYHPHQW$ZDUGIURPWKH3UDFWLFDO
)DUPHUVRI,RZD+HHDUQHGDQ06LQVRLOVFLHQFHDQGD3K'
LQDJURQRP\ZLWKDVRLOIHUWLOLW\VSHFLDOW\
7KXUVGD\2FWREHUSP
*ROG5RRP0HPRULDO8QLRQ
,RZD6WDWH8QLYHUVLW\&DPSDLJQ6HULHV
7KLVVHULHVLVVSRQVRUHGE\WKH8QLYHUVLW\&RPPLWWHHRQ/HFWXUHVWKH
,68'HPRFUDWV&ROOHJH5HSXEOLFDQVDQGWKH*RYHUQPHQWRI6WXGHQW
%RG\DQGDGPLQLVWHUHGE\WKH/HFWXUHV3URJUDP2I¿FH7KH
&DPSDLJQ6HULHVSURYLGHVVWXGHQWVIDFXOW\DQGFRPPXQLW\PHPEHUV
IURPDURXQGFHQWUDO,RZDZLWKDQRSSRUWXQLW\WRTXHVWLRQFDQGLGDWHV
RUWKHLUVXUURJDWHVEHIRUHYRWLQJLQWKH1RYHPEHUHOHFWLRQ
6SRQVRUHGE\,68'HPRFUDWVDQG&RPPLWWHHRQ/HFWXUHV
IXQGHGE\*6%
,QKLVGRFXPHQWDU\DE86HG7KH3RVWYLOOH5DLG*XDWDPDODQERUQ¿OPPDNHU
/XLV$UJXHWDZHDYHVWRJHWKHUWKHVWRULHVRILQGLYLGXDOVDQGIDPLOLHVDIIHFWHG
E\WKH0D\LPPLJUDWLRQUDLGDWWKH$JULSURFHVVRUPHDWSDFNLQJSODQW,W
SUHVHQWVWKHKXPDQIDFHRILPPLJUDWLRQWKHVRFLRHFRQRPLFIRUFHVWKDWIXHO
PLJUDWLRQDQGWKHH[SORLWDWLRQH[SHULHQFHGE\ZRUNHUV7KH¿OPZDVUHFRUGHG
LQ3RVWYLOOH,RZDDVZHOODVLQIRXUFRPPXQLWLHVLQ*XDWHPDOD/XLV$UJXHWD
QRZD86FLWL]HQRZQVWKHSURGXFWLRQFRPSDQ\0D\D0HGLD&RUS+LV¿OP
7KH6LOHQFHRI1HWRLVWKHRQO\*XDWHPDODQ¿OPWRKDYHUHDFKHGWKH$FDGHP\
$ZDUGVFRPSHWLWLRQDQGKHLVWKHRQO\*XDWHPDODQGLUHFWRUWRKDYHUHFHLYHG
D&/,2$GLVFXVVLRQZLWKGLUHFWRU/XLV$UJXHWDZLOOLPPHGLDWHO\IROORZWKH
VSHFLDOSUHYLHZVFUHHQLQJRIDPLQXWHVHJPHQWRIWKH¿OP
Thurs., Oct. 7, 7pm
Sun Room, MU
6SRQVRUHGE\/DWLQR6WXGLHV3URJUDP&ROOHJHRI'HVLJQ$J0XWLFXOWXUDO3UR
JUDPV&ROOHJHRI$JULFXOWXUHDQG/LIH6FLHQFHV6RFLRORJ\/DWLRQRDPHULFDQRV
DQG&RPPLWWHHRQ/HFWXUHVIXQGHGE\*6%
Film and Discussion with Director LUIS ARGUETA
Latino Heritage Month Celebration
:/LQFROQ:D\$PHV,$ZZZMD[JRRGVFRP
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Our conﬁdential 
services have 
helped thousands 
of women during 
times of need. Let 
us help you.
Call us today
292-8414
1-800-550-4900
108 Hayward Ave
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American Atheists
Des Moines 
selected for
convention 
By Rebecca.Bindert
    iowastatedaily.com
  When: April 21 to 24
  Where: Embassy Suites 
on the River, Des Moines
  Theme: Atheists Caucus 
in the Heartland
American 
Atheists’ 2011 na-
tional convention
Arvid Osterberg, professor of ar-
chitecture, is pushing for more.
He has dedicated much of his 
career to helping others decipher 
and implement the accessibil-
ity standards and the Americans 
with Disabilities Act Accessibility 
Guidelines. He strongly advocates go-
ing above and beyond the guidelines.
Osterberg recently published a 
third edition of his manual, “Access 
for Everyone: A Guide to the 
Accessibility of Buildings and Sites 
with References to 2010 ADAAG,” 
featuring commonsense recom-
mendations for inclusive design, 
based on Osterberg’s experience as a 
consultant.
Osterberg contracted Polio in 
1950, and his brother was temporar-
ily disabled by the vicious and infec-
tive disease years before there was a 
vaccine.
“You could catch it by just going to 
the beach ... it was a terrible disease, 
and a lot of people I met in later on in 
life were still suffering from the ef-
fects,” Osterberg said.
His colleagues who caught the 
disease had varying symptoms, from 
crippling to early death. While this 
may not have single-handedly en-
couraged Osterberg to enter the ﬁeld 
of accessible design, it was a driving 
factor.
Osterberg has been teaching at 
Iowa State for 33 years, but has only 
taught his integrated design course, 
Design for All People, for a couple 
years. 
The class focuses on designing 
architectural facilities accessible to 
persons with disabilities and is one of 
only a few in the nation. 
Handicap accessibility has be-
come more of a concern in the last 
two decades, since the Americans 
with Disabilities Act was ﬁrst passed 
in 1990 by President George H.W. 
Bush. This act presented a great leap 
forward concerning the rights of dis-
abled people, but, Osterberg argues, it 
still hasn’t done enough.
“People need to do things the 
right way, not the minimum way,” 
Osterberg said. “The government is 
cooperative, but does not want to en-
dorse these guidelines.”
Osterberg conducted a campus 
study of handicap accessibility in the 
early 1990s using government-ap-
proved guidelines. 
He and his colleagues found that 
there was a lot of work still to be done 
to make Iowa State more accessible to 
disabled persons.
The ﬁrst, unpublished edition of 
the handbook was simply a pocket-
sized version of addendums and sug-
gestions made by Osterberg and his 
associates; after several revisions, 
the ﬁrst edition was published in 
2000. Now, two major editions later, 
Osterberg has added more than 400 
suggestions of his own to the current 
ADAAG.
“The problem with government 
standards is that when they are ﬁnally 
published, there is a one-and-a-half 
year grace period for incorporating 
the new standards,” Osterberg said.
He believes the Department of 
Justice needs to be stricter in enforc-
ing new guidelines because, it’s cur-
rently too easy for people to get away 
with ﬂouting the current standards. 
They can, for the most part, ignore 
governmental authority, Osterberg 
said.
His book includes innovations 
that have yet to take hold in the main-
stream architectural marketplace. 
For example, the old government 
standard states that 50 percent of 
building entrances have to be wheel-
chair accessible. Thanks in part to 
Osterberg’s attention to the subject, 
the requirement is now 60 percent, 
so if a building only has two doors, 
both of them must be wheelchair 
accessible.
Another example of Osterberg’s 
revisions on the government-ap-
proved guidelines is ensuring the 
lengths of van accessible parking 
spaces is at least 19 feet. 
This revision provides extra mov-
ing space for disabled people moving 
in and out of vehicles.
Osterberg makes no proﬁt from 
the sales of his book. All proﬁts go 
back in to the budget for improving 
the campus.
“Iowa State has done a good job 
of helping students with disabilities, 
but it is a challenge to make older 
buildings accessible,” said Steven 
Moats, director of the Students with 
Disabilities Resources Office. He 
believes Iowa State is doing a good 
job, but there are always hurdles to 
overcome.
Osterberg is optimistic about Iowa 
State’s handicap accessibility, since 
all new construction projects are fol-
lowing the guidelines in the book. The 
biggest challenges are old buildings 
that require updates to meet the new 
guidelines.
Osterberg is currently teaching 
a class on historical preservation in 
regards to accessibility. He gives an A 
to A-minus for the campus’s disability 
friendliness in newer buildings, but 
asserts that older buildings should be 
updated.
“In regards to disability friendli-
ness, we can do better, even though 
we’re in the top percentile,” Osterberg 
said. “I would love to do more to make 
these old building more accessible, 
but the budget simply isn’t there.”
Whatever the ﬁnancial situation, 
Osterberg is committed to making 
Iowa State and the nation as handicap 
accessible and disability friendly as 
possible.
Inclusive design
Architecture professor works 
to help handicap accessibility
By Jacob.Stewart
    iowastatedaily.com
>>ROMANS.p1
CNN correspondent Christine Romans signs autographs for fans after her lecture Wednesday at Lee 
Liu Auditorium in Howe Hall. Along with free books, Romans also handed out knowledge on the debt 
crisis and economic problems including the differences of salary between a high school diploma and 
a college education. Photo: Bryan Langfeldt/Iowa State Daily
The Secretary of State’s of-
ﬁce said that county auditors 
processed 24,690 absentee 
ballot requests on Tuesday 
alone. 
Four years ago, the busiest 
day of early voting was Sept. 
25, when 13,905 requests were 
processed. It nearly beats the 
busiest day of the 2008 presi-
dential election cycle when the 
busiest day of early voting was 
Nov. 3, when 25,924 requests 
were processed.
Democrats are leading 
Republicans in the early voting 
drive, with 90,363 requested 
and 29,418 recorded against 
Republican’s 54,221 requested 
and 13,311. Independents, the 
biggest voting block in Iowa, 
come in third with 28,556 re-
quested and 7,246 turned in.
Early voting in Iowa be-
gan Sept. 23, and while it’s not 
the earliest in the nation, it is 
ahead of many other early vot-
ing states.
Satellite stations are being 
set up in many counties, but 
voters are able to cast their bal-
lot by going to their county au-
ditor’s office at any time. They 
can also visit IowaVotes.gov, 
and both the Iowa Democratic 
Party and Republican Party 
of Iowa have set up their own 
sites.
Iowans are able to request 
a ballot by mail to either vote 
early in the district they cur-
rently live in, or in their home-
town’s district. This allows 
students living in the dorms to 
vote in Ames or in their home-
town elections.
>>YOUTH.p1
online
™ Read her story:
To read a Q&A with Christine Romans, 
check out the Daily editor in chief’s blog at
iowastatedaily.com/blogs/editors_note
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ELECTION 2010: The race for Congress
3rd Congressional District
Brad Zaun (R) Leonard Boswell (D)
  Former mayor of 
Urbandale and hardware 
store owner.
  He backs the extension 
of the Bush tax-cuts, 
including the inheritance 
or estate tax, sometimes 
nicknamed the “death 
tax,” which he said would 
hit farmers especially 
hard. He also said at the 
Iowa State Fair not to vote 
for him if you want him 
to bring him pork-barrel 
spending for the 3rd 
District.
  The central Iowa state 
senator is pro-life and 
favors “traditional mar-
riage” saying he opposes 
“redeﬁning marriage” as 
anything but one man and 
one woman.
  Zaun has said he does 
not back bailouts and 
stimulus spending, and 
on the housing crisis he 
stated in Tama County “if 
you can’t afford a house, 
you shouldn’t have a 
house. You shouldn’t 
think the government 
owes you a house. We 
gotta go back to personal 
responsibility.”
  He’s also endorsed 
by former Arkansas 
Governor and 2008 Iowa 
Republican caucus win-
ner, Mike Huckabee, and 
had current and former 
Congressmen Mike 
Pence, John Boehner and 
Newt Gingrich campaign 
for him.
  Born in Missouri, 
but was educated at 
Graceland University in 
Lamoni, Iowa. Operates 
a farm at his home in 
Davis City.
  Spent 20 years in the 
United States Army, 
including as an assault 
helicopter pilot in 
Vietnam, and earned 
two Distinguished Flying 
Crosses, two Bronze 
Stars and the Soldier’s 
Medal.
  Boswell authored the 
Joshua Omvig Veterans 
Suicide Prevention 
Act, which provides 
mental health services 
and support for 
veterans.  He voted for 
the Stimulus act, the 
Wall Street relief act, 
health care reform and 
ﬁnancial reform, and 
says the 111th Congress 
“quit kicking the can 
down the road.”
  However, as a member 
of the Blue Dog 
coalition, he has also 
voted with Republicans 
to phase out the estate 
tax in 2000, for the USA 
PATRIOT Act and for 
the authorization of the 
invasion in Iraq. He has 
also been opposed to 
net neutrality.
  For the 2010 elections, 
he was endorsed by 
the National Riﬂe 
Association.
4th Congressional District
Rep. Tom Latham (R) Bill Maske (D)
  First elected in 
1994 when he was 
districted in the 5th 
Congressional district, 
now serves the 4th 
district.
  A farmer and former 
small business owner.
  Latham opposed health 
care reform, TARP, 
ﬁnancial reform and 
the rescue of Chrysler 
and General Motors, 
and cap and trade 
legislation, but says 
he favors an “all-of-
the-above” solution for 
energy policy.
  Despite economists 
of multiple viewpoints 
stating the stimulus 
helped the economy, 
Latham says it was 
ineffective and says the 
government spent too 
much in the past two 
years.
  He supported the 
College Opportunity and 
Affordability Act, which 
he says increased the 
maximum authorized 
Pell grant for low-
income college students 
from $5,800 to $9,000 
annually.
  “My goal in this election 
is to send Nancy Pelosi 
back to San Francisco 
permanently, to do 
whatever they do in 
San Francisco, I’m 
not sure,” he said at 
a recent conservative 
event.
  Spent a career as an 
educator.
  Maske was a coach 
and educator at the 
American School in 
Tehran, Iran and was an 
education administrator 
in several Iowa school 
districts. He remained 
active in politics 
throughout either as a 
chair of an organization, 
involving himself in 
campaigns and serving 
as a city councilman.
  He supports repealing 
No Child Left Behind 
and says more power 
over education belongs 
to the states, but wants 
to ensure states have 
sufﬁcient funding for 
their school systems. 
Maske wants more 
emphasis placed on 
teaching children 
around ages three and 
four because of their 
ability to learn at that 
age.
  On education, he 
also would like to see 
legislation passed that 
guarantees all high 
school graduates two 
years of free post-
secondary education at 
a community college 
or public college or 
university, and increase 
availability of low-
interest or no interest 
loans beyond the ﬁrst 
two years.
  Maske generally 
supports the health care 
reform that passed. He 
says, “This bill is not 
all that we had hoped 
it would be, but it is 
a great beginning to 
much-needed health 
care reform in this 
country.”
5th Congressional District
  First elected in 2000
  Small business owner of 
King construction
  King is as conservative 
as a politician could be. 
He in staunchly pro-
life, seeks an end to 
federal funding of stem 
cell research which 
may harm embryos 
and drafted legislation 
shortly after the passage 
of health care reform 
to repeal it. King says 
health care reform 
was an attempt to 
“nationalize” a person’s 
“body and everything 
inside it.” He vowed 
Republicans will work 
to defund the Affordable 
Care Act should they 
gain control in Congress.
  The western Iowa 
republican has not 
debated a Congressional 
opponent since his 
election in 2000. At a 
town hall event King 
held this year, Matt 
Campbell showed up 
and challenged King 
in person to a debate, 
to which King replied 
“judging by the way 
you have conducted 
yourself… you have not 
earned it.” He later 
called Campbell’s 
appearance there a 
“fraternity prank.”
  King has been known 
for controversial 
statements, including 
this year comparing 
Democrats to Pontius 
Pilate and saying 
President Barack Obama 
has a default mechanism 
to favor the black person 
in a dispute.
  He also favors securing 
the borders and 
opposes any measure of 
amnesty. King does not 
support wages paid to 
illegal immigrants as a 
business expense, and 
introduced legislation to 
punish employers who 
hire illegals through the 
IRS.
Rep. Steve King (R) Matt Campbell (D)
  Private tax attorney, 
wide career at multiple 
US district courts
  Studied political 
science and economics 
at Morningside College 
in Sioux City
  Matt Campbell 
began his political 
career working as 
a temporary case 
worker and intern 
for Sen. Tom Harkin 
and campaigning for 
Harkin during his 1992 
presidential bid.
  Campbell breaks from 
many in his party on 
the Bush tax cuts and 
supports extending 
all of the cuts at least 
temporarily, and wants 
to lower the general 
corporate income tax 
rate. He says he wants 
to the government 
to increase pursuing 
criminal tax evasion.
  He credits the 
American Recovery Act 
with helping to save the 
economy and points 
out TARP and the Wall 
Street bailouts were 
orchestrated under 
President George W. 
Bush.
  He wants to spur 
economic development 
in the 5th district by 
creating a liaison to 
work with community 
leaders to and 
incentivize companies 
to locate in western 
Iowa, especially 
bio-renewables.
Tyler Kingkade
Alayna Flor
Graphic by Melissa Fallon
Election 2012
Obama-Clinton ticket not in the works
WASHINGTON  -- White 
House spokesman Robert 
Gibbs is pouring cold water on 
the red-hot speculation, fueled 
by journalist Bob Woodward 
in a CNN interview, that 
President Barack Obama may 
create a so-called “dream tick-
et” of Obama-Clinton in his 
2012 re-election battle.
“No one in the White 
House is discussing this as a 
possibility,” Gibbs told CNN 
Wednesday morning.
The speculation that 
Obama may dump Vice 
President Joe Biden as his run-
ning mate and shift him over to 
the secretary of state job , mov-
ing current Secretary of State 
Hillary Clinton to the VP slot, 
was sparked by Woodward in 
an interview Tuesday night 
with CNN’s Chief National 
Correspondent John King.
“It’s on the table,” 
Woodward said on “John 
King, USA.” “Some of Hillary 
Clinton’s advisers see it as a 
real possibility in 2012.”
Obama advisers outside 
the White House note pri-
vately that it’s signiﬁcant that 
Woodward attributed the 
theory to Clinton advisers 
and not White House aides or 
Obama advisers, signaling this 
may only have traction among 
Clinton supporters hoping she 
would move one step closer to 
the Oval Office and be set up 
as the likely Democratic nomi-
nee for president in 2016.
Woodward is the author of 
“Obama’s Wars,” a book that 
takes a close look at delibera-
tions between Obama, Biden, 
Clinton and all of the other 
top players inside the White 
House over sending more U.S. 
troops to Afghanistan. The 
journalist suggested Tuesday 
that Obama will need his sec-
retary of state to bring the par-
ty together in two years.
“President Obama needs 
some of the women, Latinos, 
retirees that she did so well 
with during the [2008] prima-
ries and, so they switch jobs, 
not out of the question, and 
the other interesting question 
is, Hillary Clinton could run in 
her own right in 2016 and be 
younger than Ronald Reagan 
when he was elected presi-
dent,” he said.
Clinton will be 69 years old 
and three months in January 
2017. President Ronald 
Reagan was just shy of his 70th 
birthday in January, 1980.
“Now you talk to Hillary 
Clinton or her advisers and 
they say ‘no, no there’s not a 
political consideration here,’” 
Woodward continued. “Of 
course the answer is you 
point out to them that her 
clout around the world when 
she goes to Europe, Asia, any-
where, is in part, not just be-
cause she’s secretary of state 
or because she was married to 
President Clinton, (but) that 
people see a potential future 
president in her.”
By Ed Henry
CNN
President Barack Obama makes a statement in the Rose Garden on middle east peace ﬂanked by Hillary Clinton. Some hope Clinton will 
join Obama in the next election. Photo: Erika Dimmler/CNN Wire
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Puff, puff, pass 
medicinal 
marijuana
Editorial
Deﬁning the terms
Politics
By Edward.Leonard    iowastatedaily.com
Medicinal marijuana is a term that draws 
snickers out of most Iowans.
While there are quite a few medical con-
ditions marijuana is able to ameliorate, the 
mainstream media is littered with examples 
of the rampant abuse of California’s system. 
Often times, it seems that these pot shops 
are patronized and run by normal, everyday 
people — not that an affinity for corduroy 
and beach cruiser bicycles is particularly 
normal, but neither is multiple sclerosis.
It’s also important to point out that 
California will be voting on Proposition 19 
in November; a bill attempting to outright 
legalize all cannabis use in the state and 
requiring a simple majority vote. As of April, 
56 percent of Californians approved of such 
a measure. On one hand, it’s surprising to see 
majority approval in a state with a signiﬁ-
cant conservative population, but even the 
most staunch conservative has a harm time 
ignoring the potential tax beneﬁts in the 
middle of a recession.
At the very least, the outcome of Nov. 2 
is going to prove particularly interesting. 
We have a friend who self-identiﬁes as a 
Rastafarian. He insists he’ll be moving out 
west should the legislation pass, but he has 
a pretty hard time ﬁnding his way off the 
couch, let alone to California.
Unfortunately, Iowa’s reefer madness is 
at a bit of a stalemate. In February, the Iowa 
Board of Pharmacy recommended mari-
juana be reclassiﬁed for medicinal usage. 
Federally, marijuana is a Schedule I drug, 
with no accepted medicinal use. However, 
harder drugs like cocaine and heroin have 
obvious uses as analgesics and can therefore 
be legally used by physicians. By making the 
decision to reclassify marijuana, the Board 
of Pharmacy effectively opened the door for 
medicinal legislation, and defers the actual 
incorporation to the Iowa Congress.
However, legislative leaders have pointed 
out that a decades-old clause in Iowa law 
gives the Board of Pharmacy the authority to 
make such a decision, and have relayed this 
to the board themselves.
The board’s response? They’ve outright 
rejected the requests to write Iowa rules, 
stating that board members, appointed 
rather than elected, would be outside the 
scope of their authority.
We hope both sides can come to an 
amicable decision, and we support legisla-
tion loosening restrictions against canna-
bis. Despite what we were told in D.A.R.E., 
current data suggests marijuana has been 
getting a bad rap. With mandatory mini-
mum drug sentencing, we’re seeing jails 
become overcrowded with the kind of guys 
you’d have expected to see at a Bob Marley 
concert.
Would marijuana use increase if it were 
legalized? Obviously. Would that trend be 
seen among adolescents? Probably, but we 
can think of worse things than our teenage 
brother trying to grow dreadlocks.
To us, it’s worth it. The efficacy of medici-
nal marijuana isn’t a debate suited for public 
discourse; it’s a decision that should be left 
to professionals. If the American Medical 
Association goes on record espousing the 
beneﬁts of medicinal marijuana, it’s more 
than ploy by liberal hippies.
We’d deﬁnitely get a kick over the hyste-
ria of a pot shop coming to Ames, and you’d 
probably see a few of us there, but we’d 
rather see people get safe, effective treat-
ment for what ails them. If anyone has the 
right to be stoned, it’s cancer patients, and 
that’s something we can all agree on.
A few weeks ago the Iowa State Daily ran a series of columns on the deﬁ-nitions of various hot-button issues. 
Spanning everything from gay marriage to 
communism and President Barack Obama’s 
supposed role in it, these columns state that 
in order to have any, er, discussion of an 
issue, that issue must have a deﬁnition com-
monly accepted by both parties. Otherwise 
you get a bunch of people yelling about is-
sues that they really don’t understand — like 
Congress does.
Speaking of Congress, and our govern-
ment in general, it’s pretty well established 
that, as far as our bipartisan system goes, the 
Republicans are the conservatives and the 
Democrats are the liberals. It’s easy enough 
to understand. Just watch Fox News for 
some objective and unbiased analysis of the 
system.
But wait, what do the words conserva-
tive and liberal mean?
Well, let’s start with the easy one. 
Conservatism is one of those crazy political 
ideas developed by a bunch of Brits with too 
much tea and time on their hands. A chap by 
the name of Thomas Hobbes is considered 
to be one of the brilliant conservative minds.
Hobbes wrote a book called “Leviathan,” 
in which he outlined the purpose of govern-
ment as he saw it: People are naturally free, 
but some have this decidedly uncivilized 
tendency to step on each others’ toes, doing 
things like stealing and murdering and light-
ing each other on ﬁre for the hell of it. Other 
people are just not cut out for this lifestyle 
and decide to band together.
They develop an organization, the 
Leviathan, with a sovereign to help regulate, 
through laws, people’s actions and to help 
control our basic instincts. We, as subjects 
to the sovereign, enter into a social contract 
wherein we give up some excess freedoms, 
e.g. stabbing each other in the face for no 
reason, in order to preserve other, more 
important freedoms, e.g. not getting stabbed 
in the face:
“That a man be 
willing, when others 
are so too, as far forth 
as for peace and 
defense of himself he 
shall think it neces-
sary, to lay down this 
right to all things; 
and be contented 
with so much liberty 
against other men, 
as he would allow 
other men against 
himself.”
It’s a pretty 
short logical leap 
to see why this ﬁts the conservative, 
Republican platform. The goal of the 
Republicans is to keep the Leviathan as 
small as possible, to keep as many personal 
freedoms, while still maintaining a reason-
ably peaceful and orderly existence.
Okay so what about Liberalism? How do 
the Democrats, and all their liberal hippie 
nonsense, ﬁt into it?
Another of those crazy enlightenment 
Brits, John Locke, is considered the father 
of liberalism. He’s the source of the oft-
quoted defense of “life, liberty and property,” 
which inﬂuenced Jefferson’s writing of the 
Declaration of Independence. The theory is 
that everyone has, or should have, the right 
to life, basic liberties and material goods of 
some sort, typically earned through labor.
Locke states that people band together 
in order to create a society in which these 
could be pursued without too much unrea-
sonable interference from; wait a minute. If 
I ﬁnish this sentence with the phrase “face 
stabbers,” this is going to be almost identical 
to the basics of Hobbes’ theories.
Could it be that liberalism and conser-
vatism are actually related? That they’re 
not diametrically opposed and mutually 
exclusive? Holy revelation, Batman!
In fact, liberalism goes so far as to say 
that proﬁt and social/economic status 
should be used as the primary 
incentive to keep people doing good work. 
This seems to be a pretty strong advocation 
of the free market idea.
Now, there are some differences. For 
example, Locke said it’s pretty much he 
right of people to change the government by 
whatever means necessary if that govern-
ment is taking away your basic rights, while 
Hobbes is against pretty much any upset of 
the established order.
But both ﬁght for small government. 
Both endorse personal freedoms, and both 
are, if you study up, for free trade. In short, 
the Republicans are hogging both the liberal 
and conservative ideas.
The commonly accepted wisdom is that 
the Democratic national party supports big 
government — lots of regulation of every-
thing from education to the economy — and 
allocates these resources as needed. This 
has been Obama’s platform from day one, 
and by now most people have called this 
exactly what it is: socialism
So there you have it: The deﬁnitions 
of the major political ideologies running 
around in America today, and the differ-
ences between them.
So the next time you want to call some-
one a “liberal socialist,” do yourself a favor 
and don’t.
Origins, descriptions of conservative, 
liberal laid out through comparison
Partisan elections not ﬁt for judges
Letter
The recent attacks on the 
Iowa system of judicial selec-
tion have sparked a heated 
debate among Iowans about the 
validity of Iowa’s current system 
of judicial appointment: the 
merit-based system.
In Iowa, the merit-based 
system allows a non-partisan 
nominating commission to 
interview candidates for each 
judicial vacancy, the commis-
sion then chooses a number of 
candidates to the governor for 
consideration and the governor 
chooses one of the applicants to 
ﬁll the vacancy.
This merit-based system of 
judicial appointment has cre-
ated one of the most nationally 
well-respected judicial systems 
that the state of Iowa has ever 
seen. In fact, a recent study by 
the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, 
which examined state liabil-
ity systems, rated Iowa fourth 
among the states on impartial-
ity, thanks in large part to Iowa’s 
merit-based system of appoint-
ing judges. While Alabama 
and West Virginia, two states 
in which judges are chosen in 
partisan elections ranked at 
47th and 50th.
It should come as no 
surprise to Iowans that our 
merit-based system has pro-
duced such a well-respected 
and impartial judiciary when 
one compares the merit-based 
system to the alternative of par-
tisan elections. West Virginia 
and Alabama are two excellent 
examples of why Iowa should 
strongly reject a system that 
uses partisan elections to ap-
point members of the judiciary.
Not surprisingly, states that 
use partisan-based elections 
to appoint judges are less likely 
to be far less fair and impartial 
than a judicial system that uses 
a merit-based system to ap-
point judges. Why? Put simply, 
because there is less money 
involved. When a judge has to 
run in an election s/he needs to 
spend vast amounts of time and 
fundraising money.
Thus, if Iowa were to sup-
port a partisan election system 
this would mean that instead of 
a judge devoting his/her time to 
carefully considering a case or 
writing a judicial opinion, that 
they are instead using their time 
and energy to come up with 
ways to raise more money for 
their campaign. A judge’s focus 
should be on interpreting the 
letter of the law and if a system 
asks judges to spend their time 
searching for campaign contri-
butions instead of protecting 
the rights of individual Iowans.
Moreover, the ﬁrst place 
that a judge will look for money 
to fund his/her election will be 
to lawyers. This means that if a 
judge is elected it is likely that a 
large portion of their campaign 
contributions came from his/
her community of lawyers. 
This means that some lawyers 
may try cases before judges to 
whose campaign they made 
contributions.
Regardless of any promise to 
maintain partiality it seems that 
allowing lawyers to try cases 
before judges to whom they 
have made contributions could 
lead to impartial rulings. If a 
judge is more concerned with 
winning a re-election than fairly 
evaluating a case and interpret-
ing the law then it follows that 
a judge will need to continue to 
raise millions of dollars in order 
to ﬁnd their campaigns. 
One example of the ills of 
creating a partisan-based elec-
tion system of appointing judges 
can be seen in a recent West 
Virginia case. In West Virginia 
a mining company, A.T. Massey, 
contributed $3 million to the 
campaign of a Supreme Court 
Justice. A.T. Massey just so hap-
pened to have a case pending 
in the West Virginia Supreme 
Court and when this same 
candidate went on to win the 
election he placed the deciding 
vote in favor of A.T. Massey.
A partisan election system 
of appointing judges could 
create a system in which our 
judges could be bought and sold 
to the highest bidder. Only a 
merit-based system of judicial 
appointment can protect the 
fair and impartial nature of the 
Iowa judicial system.
Alexandra Heminway works 
with IFIC
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It’s that time of year again. The leaves are turning brown and it’s getting colder. And it’s 
time for everyone’s favorite thing: 
campaign ads. These ads are 
running for everything from gu-
bernatorial elections to elections 
for Senate and Congress.
The role of congressmen and 
senators is to represent the people 
of their respective area. But let’s 
analyze this for a second; are they 
really the image of the public?
Now, many would expect 
me to go on in a tangent and talk 
about the actions of these politi-
cians once they get into power. 
However, there is a deeper reason 
for the lack of representation, and 
that is all that happens before they 
get elected.
The issue is that the resources 
needed to be in these positions go 
against the idea of representing 
your respective community. The 
big dividing factor between these 
politicians and regular American 
citizens is money.
As someone who loves to 
watch TV a lot, I know there tends 
to be an annoying amount of tele-
vised ads that are campaigning for 
all types of people. In 2002 3,600 
ads were aired that cost $12.8 mil-
lion, according to the Wisconsin 
Democracy Campaign. To air a 
single ad once, it would cost ap-
proximately $355.55. I don’t know 
about you, but with the rate that 
I have been seeing these com-
mercials, these politicians must 
have a massive money supply to 
keep it up.
Now, it’s not the money that 
causes the lack in representation, 
but money can be used to hurt an 
opponent who might be better 
for the job. For example, let’s say 
I wanted to run for Congress, but 
I’m not the richest person out 
there. Thus my opponent who is 
able to buy all sorts of campaign 
ads would undoubtedly win 
because I just don’t have enough 
to keep up. Therefore the common 
men and women who might be 
able to better represent the public 
are being kept away from repre-
senting the public.
One could say that it is per-
fectly OK for these politicians to 
use the money they already have 
to fund their campaign. I don’t 
think we should be restricted from 
using our own money. The prob-
lem with this counterargument 
is politicians don’t use their own 
money. Politicians gain funding 
through political action groups. 
The problem is that PACs are of-
ten corporations that are funding 
politicians who would better serve 
their own interests; when you 
think about, it’s like a bribe.
We need to analyze these 
aspects of leaders when we go to 
the polls to vote for the candidates 
for congress, senate, governor and 
even president. The burden is on 
us, as voters, to really think about 
the issues and look behind all of 
the campaign ads and everything 
else a candidate can throw at a 
viewer.
Although the rich candidate 
may have all the resources in the 
world to try to secure your vote, he 
or she may not be the candidate 
who can best represent you if they 
are always trying to lure you with 
what they can with their money. 
It’s sort of like luring a child with 
some candy to do something, only 
you wouldn’t want to base the 
decision for your leader based on 
something like that, would you?
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Help keep 
campus out of
Campustown
Campaign ad’s candidate portrayal 
might not show what you actually desire
Funding
LANE4’s presentation at the Memorial 
Union on Sept. 29 answered many of my 
questions and dispelled many of my concerns 
about the revitalization of Campustown. The 
developers plan for slow methodical changes. 
The area will not be demolished all at once, 
as I had feared. And some of their sugges-
tions for Campustown seem plausible, if not 
desirable.
Iowa State’s interest in Campustown, 
however, remains a concern. LANE4’s 
proposal called for the university having 
office space and a “boutique theater” in the 
neighborhood. The theater would double as 
classroom space for Iowa State. Even Peter 
Orazem, ISU professor of economics also 
serving on the Ames City Council, approved 
of “bringing campus into Campustown” at the 
City Council meeting  Sept. 28.
Frankly, this is a terrible idea. I doubt stu-
dents would want to attend class and movies 
in the same place. Campustown is supposed 
to be where students get away from campus 
and relax. Lincoln Way serves as a nice border 
between work and play, one Iowa State should 
not cross. 
The idea of a GSB-funded movie theater 
in Campustown is a different matter. At least 
it was a student-initiated project. But the 
university’s interests have put this plan on 
hold indeﬁnitely.
My concerns go beyond blurring work 
and play. At LANE4’s input sessions, people 
described Campustown as tired-looking, 
rundown and having deferred maintenance. 
Yet these same terms can describe a number 
of buildings on the ISU campus. Take a look 
around; you will see them. 
The State Gym, for example, was in such 
disrepair it needed a complete renovation. 
Now students pay $212 more in fees for both 
its renovation and expansion. Each new 
building, each new expansion, cuts into Iowa 
State’s bottom line. In turn, students directly 
fund some of these new projects.
Will students fund the university’s expan-
sion into Campustown? The answer should 
be “no.” And LANE4 should not feed Iowa 
State’s desire to expand. 
Instead, input from students and resi-
dents, local business and property owners 
should guide the revitalization. Keep campus 
out of Campustown!
By Bijan.Choobineh    iowastatedaily.com
Stanley Perdios graduate student in 
history
Letter
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Conﬁdence can be a make-or-break 
factor for some players. For junior Kelsey 
Petersen, conﬁdence returned Wednesday 
night in Iowa State’s 3-0 sweep of Texas 
Tech (25-16, 25-16, 25-18).
The right side hitter has had an inconsis-
tent ﬁve matches since the Cyclones played 
Nebraska on Sept. 15. She was pulled from 
that home-match with a hitting percentage 
of -0.222.
Since that match, her percentage has 
bounced around from .062 to .304, with con-
ﬁdence and technical issues as contributing 
factors.
In order to improve, she has been work-
ing in practice on hitting 
high because the coaching 
staff has been asking her 
for more offense. 
Whenever she hits the 
tape, she is forced to do 
sit-ups.
Her hard work paid off 
Wednesday night, and her 
hitting percentage was .417 against the Red 
Raiders.
“It felt good,” Petersen said. “It did a lot 
for my conﬁdence, and also to have my team 
have conﬁdence in me to know I can come 
out and know I can play consistently.”
Petersen has also been working in prac-
tice with setter Alison Landwehr in order 
to get the right set for kills. Coach Christy 
Johnson-Lynch said getting the right set has 
also been a contributing factor to Petersen’s 
inconsistency.
“With [Petersen] and me, it’s ﬁnding 
that rhythm and ﬁnding that connection,” 
Landwehr said. “When our passing is on, it’s 
easier for us to do that. I think our passing 
and our defense was really on tonight.”
Petersen was on a roll with good sets 
from Landwehr at the match against Texas 
Tech, and with the assists from the setter, 
The ISU volleyball team made quick work of visiting 
Texas Tech (25-16, 25-16, 25-18) on Wednesday night at 
Ames High School.
The 10th-ranked Cyclones (11-3, 4-2 Big 12) controlled 
the tempo of the match against the Red Raiders (3-13, 1-6) in 
the sweep, as the Cyclones outshot the Red Raiders, .441 to 
.200, in the match.
Valuable Experience
Reserves typically don’t get much experience during Big 
12 play, but coach Christy Johnson-Lynch called the num-
bers of Taylor Knuth, Hannah Johnson and Tenisha Matlock 
to come in to the match.
“Throughout the Big 12 season you don’t have that many 
opportunities to play some of your subs, but we felt like 
there were opportunities there to try to get them some play-
ing time,” Johnson-Lynch said. “I think Hannah Johnson 
and Taylor Knuth, in particular, have been doing really well 
in practice and we wanted to reward them with that and I 
thought they did a great job when they were out there.”
Johnson, who had seen action in just three sets all season 
before being called into the match against Texas Tech, re-
corded two kills on two attempts with an assisted block.
“It always feels good to get the chance to play,” Johnson 
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Lincecum leads Giants into 
opener against Braves
By Janie Mccauley
The Associated Press
SAN FRANCISCO — Tim Lincecum emerged as the most 
dominant pitcher in the National League in his ﬁrst two 
full major league seasons. Back-to-back NL Cy Young 
Awards. Two All-Star selections, 526 strikeouts. All by the 
age of 25.
Now, the 16-game winner for the San Francisco Giants 
gets to take the ball for his most important start yet: 
Game 1 of the division series against the wild-card Atlanta 
Braves on Thursday night at AT&T Park.
Proven postseason veteran Derek Lowe (16-12) will go for 
the Braves, who reached the playoffs with a dramatic 8-7 
win over the Philadelphia Phillies on the season’s ﬁnal day 
to extend manager Bobby Cox’s farewell season.
“He’s a lot different pitcher right now than he was in the 
ﬁrst half of the season,” Cox said of Lowe. “He was good in 
the ﬁrst half. He’s even better now.”
Cruz, Molina homer to support 
Lee against Rays
By Fred Goodall
The Associated Press
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. — Cliff Lee, postseason ace for 
hire.
Picking up where he left off during a dazzling October 
run a year ago, Lee shut down the Tampa Bay Rays while 
outpitching David Price and leading the Texas Rangers to 
a 5-1 victory Wednesday in the opening game of the AL 
playoffs.
“I like pitching on a big stage,” Lee said. “Just pitching in 
the big leagues alone is an honor, but when you get an 
opportunity to make it to the postseason, that’s what it’s 
all about. That’s what you play all year for. I enjoy it, and I 
try to have fun with it.”
These days, no pitcher is doing it better.
Lee matched a postseason best with 10 strikeouts while 
allowing ﬁve hits — just two after escaping a bases-loaded 
jam in the ﬁrst inning. During one dominating stretch, 
he retired 16 of 17 batters before giving up Ben Zobrist’s 
homer in the seventh.
“It’s not time to sit here and pat myself on the back. We’ve 
got a lot of work to do,” Lee said. “I feel good about help-
ing us get off to a good start, and hopefully I can continue 
to do the same. That’s what I expect to do.”
Game 2 is Thursday with left-hander C.J. Wilson taking 
the mound for Texas against right-hander James Shields, 
who hasn’t won since Aug. 29.
WP: C. Lee (1-0)
LP: D. Price (0-1)
Roy Halladay tosses second 
post-season no-hitter
By Rob Maaddi
The Associated Press
PHILADELPHIA — Roy Halladay spent his whole career 
waiting for this start, wondering what it would be like to 
pitch in the playoffs.
It was better than he — or anyone else — could have 
predicted.
Halladay threw the second no-hitter in post-season his-
tory, leading the Philadelphia Phillies over the Cincinnati 
Reds 4-0 in Game 1 of the NL division series Wednesday.
“It’s surreal, it really is,” Halladay said. “I just wanted to 
pitch here, to pitch in the postseason. To go out and have a 
game like that, it’s a dream come true.”
Don Larsen is the only other pitcher to throw a postsea-
son no-hitter. He tossed a perfect game for the New York 
Yankees in the 1956 World Series against Brooklyn. The 
54th anniversary of Larsen’s gem is this Friday.
Halladay took the Year of the Pitcher into October. The 
excitement spread beyond Citizens Bank Park — the last 
two outs were shown on the video board at Target Field, 
where the Twins were preparing to play the Yankees, and 
Minnesota fans cheered.
The All-Star right-hander, who threw a perfect game at 
Florida on May 29, dominated the Reds with a sharp fast-
ball and a devastating slow curve in his ﬁrst playoff start.
The overmatched Reds never came close to a hit. Halladay 
allowed only one runner, walking Jay Bruce on a full count 
with two outs in the ﬁfth, and struck out eight.
“To get a no-hitter in this fashion, in your ﬁrst postseason 
game, you’ve got to put it right up there,” Phillies ﬁrst 
baseman Ryan Howard said.
Halladay threw 104 pitches, 79 for strikes.
“It’s no fun out there,” Reds slugger Joey Votto said. “It’s 
like trying to hit nothing. He’s an ace among aces.”
WP: R. Halladay (1-0)
LP: E. Volquez (0-1)
WP: C. Sabathia (1-0)
LP: J. Crain (0-1)
S: M. Rivera (1)
All is relative when a team is able to put 
another notch in the win column.
But even with 11 wins this season, the 
ISU volleyball team is still waiting to put to-
gether that elusive complete match.
The No. 10 Cyclones dropped perennial 
bottom feeder Texas Tech on Wednesday 
night in an easy 3-0 (25-16, 25-16, 25-18) 
sweep, but like every other win this season, 
there was still plenty to be wary of.
“I think we’re always still waiting for 
[a complete match],” said coach Christy 
Johnson-Lynch. “We’ve had a couple of 
great games that we’ve strung together, but 
tonight we started really well, then kind of 
lost our focus in the third game.”
While hitting percentages struggled in 
several recent matches, the offense rebound-
ed in a big way against the Red Raiders (3-13, 
1-6 Big 12), who were stopped one match 
short of their longest winning streak of the 
season.
During the weekend Texas Tech brought 
home its ﬁrst conference win in 65 tries, as 
the Red Raiders beat Kansas 3-2 for their 
ﬁrst conference win since Sept. 12, 2007.
Victoria Henson put up huge offensive 
numbers once again, leading the Cyclones 
(11-3, 4-2 Big 12) with 17 kills on a torrid .533 
Volleyball
ByTravis.Cordes
    iowastatedaily.com
Cyclones win in sweep
ISU defeats Texas Tech, 
adds 11th win of season 
despite lost focus at ﬁnish
By Jake.Calhoun
    iowastatedaily.com
Most of Iowa State’s  roster sees 
action led by Henson, Mass 
in Big 12 win over Red Raiders
Right side hitter Kelsey Petersen spikes the ball to Texas Tech territory 
during the game Wednesday at Ames High. Petersen had six kills to 
help the Cyclones defeat the Red Raiders in a three-game sweep. Photo: 
Manfred Brugger/Iowa State DailyTEMPO.p3B >>
Defensive specialist Caitlin Mahoney bumps the ball during the game against Texas Tech on Wednesday at Ames High. Mahoney had nine digs 
to help the Cyclones win in a three-game sweep against the Red Raiders. Photo: Manfred Brugger/Iowa State Daily
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By Kelsey.Jacobs
    iowastatedaily.com
Petersen serves up 6 kills to restore previously diminished level of conﬁdence
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Reds 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Phillies 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ﬁnal
Yankees 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 0 0 6
Twins 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 4
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2 games for $8 plus free  
    shoe rental
2 fer domestic draws
2 fer 8” & 16” pizzas
2 fer game cards
Buy 2 get 1 free laser tag
Come enjoy our new state of 
the art laser light show, 
disco bowl, music and daily specials!
Disco Bowl 
Thursdays
 9pm - 12am 
www.perfectgamesinc.com
1320 Dickinson Ave/ Ames
515-598-BOWL(2695) 
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IOWA CITY — Doctors have amputated 
the right foot of Iowa defensive coordinator 
Norm Parker, who is battling complications 
from diabetes. That doesn’t mean he won’t 
be back for the Hawkeyes — maybe even 
this season.
Coach Kirk Ferentz said Wednesday 
that Parker’s foot was amputated about two 
weeks ago. It’s unlikely Parker will return 
for Iowa’s next game, against Michigan on 
Oct. 17, but he could be back by the end of the 
year.
“I’m very conﬁdent that he’s fairly close 
now, and we’ll just continue to push forward 
until Norm’s back with us,” Ferentz said. 
“We’ll be better when he gets back here. We 
know that.”
No. 15 Iowa is idle this week.
The 68-year-old Parker hasn’t 
coached since he was hospitalized in early 
September. He was released last week and 
remains under the care of doctors.
Ferentz said it could be weeks before 
Parker returns to coaching but that he’s 
turned a corner in his ﬁght with diabetes. 
He said the difference in Parker’s condition 
from last week to this week was “night and 
day.”
“He’s totally invested. He’s really loved 
and respected by everyone here. It’s going 
to be a good thing when we get him back,” 
Ferentz said.
The Hawkeyes defensive staff has 
shared duties in Parker’s absence.
Parker is in his 12th season at Iowa (4-1, 
1-0 Big Ten) and is considered one of sharp-
est defensive minds around. The Hawkeyes 
ranked in the top 10 nationally in scoring 
defense in 2008 and 2009, and this season 
they’ve allowed just 10.2 points per game.
Despite the recent setback, Ferentz said 
Parker has given no indication that he wants 
to retire and doctors know that.
“The whole idea is to get him back so he’s 
here for years, not weeks,” Ferentz said.
Parker has been in coaching since the 
mid-1960s, with previous stints at Eastern 
Michigan, Wake Forest, Minnesota, 
Illinois, East Carolina, Michigan State and 
Vanderbilt before joining the Hawkeyes in 
1999.
By Luke Meredith
The Associated Press
Coach loses foot due to diabetes
TEMPE, Ariz. — Arizona Cardinals coach Ken 
Whisenhunt has put his team’s struggling offense into 
the hands of undrafted rookie quarterback Max Hall.
Whisenhunt announced after Wednesday’s practice 
that the former BYU standout would make his ﬁrst NFL 
start Sunday when the Cardinals are home against the 
Super Bowl champion New Orleans Saints, replacing 
the erratic Derek Anderson.
Hall is Arizona’s third starting quarterback since 
training camp opened.
Anderson replaced Matt Leinart in the third pre-
season game. That led to Leinart’s release and left Hall 
as Anderson’s backup.
The strong-armed Anderson, signed by Arizona as 
a free agent after he was released by Cleveland, was 
benched after throwing two ﬁrst-half interceptions in 
last Sunday’s 41-10 loss at San Diego. 
Hall came on to complete 8 of 14 passes for 82 yards 
without an interception but was sacked six times.
“I think Max certainly feels he’s ready for it,” 
Whisenhunt said. “I mean, he’s a conﬁdent young man. 
He’s been that way since he’s been here. He’s made prog-
ress. He believes in himself and carries himself with that 
conﬁdence. I know that he wanted to play. I don’t think 
that’s ever been a question.”
The Cardinals are tied for the NFC West lead at 2-2 
but have been outscored 82-17 in their two losses.
“Hopefully we’ll make some more plays, be a little 
more efficient offensively,” Whisenhunt said. “I think 
that one of the areas we need to improve in is just making 
the plays that are there. That’s what we’ve missed on.”
Hall said he’s not looking at this as a one-week audi-
tion for the job.
“I’m just going forward like it’s mine,” he said. “That’s 
the mindset that you have to have. They’re putting ev-
erything into me. The game plan and everything is go-
ing toward my strengths so I’m moving forward like it’s 
mine.”
The 6-foot-1 Hall is a hometown favorite, hav-
ing grown up in nearby Mesa. He initially enrolled at 
Arizona State but never played for the Sun Devils. After 
two years on a Mormon mission, he started all 39 games 
in his three seasons with BYU. 
He completed 65 percent of his passes for a total 
11,365 yards and 82 touchdowns while playing with the 
Cougars. 
In the process, he broke Ty Detmer’s school record 
for victories as a quarterback with 32.
EDEN PRAIRIE, Minn.— 
Brett Favre ﬁnally got his wish. 
He will be playing with Randy 
Moss and the Vikings couldn’t 
be happier about it.
The Super-Bowl-or-bust 
Vikings got Moss from New 
England on Wednesday for a 
2011 draft pick, another eye-
opening acquisition that comes 
just in time to rejuvenate a stag-
nant offense for a challenging 
stretch of games.
The Patriots gave the seven-
time Pro Bowl wide receiver the 
exit he expected and sent him 
back to the team that turned 
him into a superstar after draft-
ing him in the ﬁrst round in 
1998.
There are still plenty of 
fond memories around here 
of Moss’s electrifying perfor-
mances, along with his color-
ful comments and contrarian 
behavior.
“He can still go downtown 
and get the football, which is 
a stand-alone factor,” Vikings 
coach Brad Childress said. “He 
could sprain his toe here some-
time coming up, and you could 
say that he’s 33, it’s old age. But 
there’s always risk-reward. I 
don’t necessarily see this as 
boom or bust. I think he’s got 
some more football in him.”
The Vikings play at New 
York on Monday night, and 
Childress said without hesita-
tion Moss would be in uniform 
against the Jets — in his old 
purple No. 84.
“Man, we wish this would 
have happened a week later,” 
Jets running back LaDainian 
Tomlinson said.
The drama will be high 
around here all month. Check 
out Minnesota’s last two games 
in October: at rival Green Bay, 
and then at New England.
“In this business, there are 
complex and often difficult 
decisions, but it is my respon-
sibility to make them based on 
what I feel is best for our foot-
ball team, in both the short term 
and long term,” Patriots coach 
Bill Belichick said. “I am grate-
ful for the opportunity to have 
coached Randy Moss and aside 
from facing him as an opponent, 
I wish him the very best for the 
remainder of his Hall of Fame 
career.”
The Vikings didn’t prac-
tice on Wednesday. Moss is 
expected to join the team on 
Thursday and talk with report-
ers afterward.
He will move from catch-
ing passes from Tom Brady to 
Favre, who desperately needed a 
downﬁeld threat after Pro Bowl 
receiver Sidney Rice had hip 
surgery in August. Struggling 
Bernard Berrian has been a 
nonfactor, and Percy Harvin — 
when healthy — is better suited 
for the slot position.
“This is an exciting move; I 
think everybody feels that in the 
locker room,” Favre said on the 
team’s website.
By Bob Baum
AP Sports Writer
Moss returned to Vikings for 2011
Undrafted rookie Max Hall 
makes ﬁrst NFL start Sunday
Hawkeyes
NFL
Cardinals 
led by new 
quarterback 
By Dave Campbell
AP Sports Writer
New England Patriots wide receiver Randy Moss sits on the bench in 
a game against Cincinnati. The Patriots traded Moss to Minnesota on 
Thursday. Photo: Michael Dwyer/The Associated Press
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Save $3.30
12” HOT SANDWICH DEAL
SANDWICH CHOICES
• Ham & Cheese
• Ham Reuben
• Pepperoni Sub
• Roast Beef
• Meatball
•Classic Combo
• Vegetarian
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2 - 12” French Loaf Hot Sandwiches
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hitting percentage. Her effi-
cient performance was one of 
many for Iowa State, which hit 
.441 as a team in the match.
Fellow outside hitter Carly 
Jenson added 10 kills on a .444 
percentage, and setter Alison 
Landwehr paced the attack 
with 39 set assists.
Despite solving their re-
cent hitting problem, it was 
only natural for the Cyclones 
to drop off in another facet of 
the game. This time, it was 
blocking.
“We were so close to-
night, but our blocking was a 
little off,” Landwehr said. “I 
know we made some adjust-
ments, but they did too, and 
we couldn’t catch on to them 
as quickly as we had hoped to.”
Texas Tech features a pair 
of talented outside hitters, 
both of whom Iowa State fo-
cused on in practice during 
the past week. Even though 
the Cyclones used a lot of 
their concentration on stop-
ping them, Tech’s biggest 
bright spot during the match 
was their play at the outside 
position.
By the end of the match, 
the Cyclones had tallied just 
two total blocks, a low in Big 12 
conference play. 
“We struggled slowing 
down a couple of their players 
that we knew were going to get 
the ball a lot,” Johnson-Lynch 
said. “We didn’t execute well 
on block, and a few of their 
players that we should have 
at least contained had good 
nights against us.”
One of two off days dur-
ing Big 12 play graced the 
Cyclones this past weekend as 
they took some time to regroup 
after a tough 3-2 loss in Austin 
on Sept. 29. 
The loss ended a tough 
opening stretch in the confer-
ence in which Iowa State faced 
three of the top four teams.
Beginning with the Red 
Raiders on Wednesday, the 
Cyclones have now started a 
run of six consecutive match-
es all against teams in the 
lower half of the conference 
standings.
“The weekend helped us a 
lot, especially getting rest for 
our bodies,” Landwehr said. 
“And we may be facing a lot of 
teams in the lower half of the 
Big 12, but it’s still tough and 
everyone is beating up on each 
other so much right now that 
it’s hard to know what to ex-
pect from them.”
The Cyclones will head to 
the Sunﬂower State for the 
ﬁrst time this season during 
the weekend, when they will 
face the Kansas Jayhawks (11-
6, 2-4) on Saturday.
said. “I think all our subs did 
really well. Obviously our 
starters played awesome, so 
that gave us a chance to come 
in. It’s just a good feeling.”
Knuth, who had also seen 
limited playing time during 
the season, matched Johnson’s 
performance of two kills on 
two attempts — the latter of 
which came at match point.
Senior Cassie Pratt and 
true freshman Kristen Hahn 
also saw playing time as defen-
sive specialists for the cardinal 
and gold.
Hot, Hot, Henson
It’s something the Cyclone 
faithful are used to by now.
Senior Victoria Henson led 
the Cyclones offensively, regis-
tering 17 kills while hitting for 
a .533 clip. Her nine digs was 
tied for second on the team for 
the match.
“I think every great team 
just has a terminator like 
that,” Johnson-Lynch said of 
Henson. “Some people think 
it’s great to be even offensively 
and spread out the ball but I 
think you have to have a player 
who can take over a match and 
Henson has obviously proven 
that she is very capable of tak-
ing over a match.”
Henson attributes her suc-
cess to the skills she and her 
teammates had been working 
on in practice.
“We’d been working a lot 
on our back-row passes this 
past practice [with] not only 
being effective in the front row 
but being effective in the back 
row,” Henson said. “Alison 
[Landwehr] was putting up 
good sets, so it was pretty easy.”
Dig it
Senior libero Ashley Mass 
led the Cyclones with 14 digs, 
pushing her total to 215 on the 
season.
Mass set the school record 
in digs earlier this year in the 
Cyclones’ four-set victory 
over Missouri in Columbia, 
Mo. Her performance tonight 
pushes her career total even 
further out, to 1,980.
Iowa State continues its 
season at 6:30 p.m. Saturday 
against Kansas in Lawrence, 
Kan.
>>TEMPO.p1B
>>SUCCESS.p1B
Outside hitter Victoria Henson jumps to spike the ball into Texas Tech territory during the game 
against Texas Tech on Wednesday at Ames High School. Henson  had 17 kills and nine digs to 
help the Cyclones defeat the Red Raiders. Photo: Manfred Brugger/Iowa State Daily
ISU standout 
Thammaraks 
drives course
Women’s golf
The ISU women’s golf team has gotten off to a better start 
than it could have imagined.
The team returned from a three-day trip to Chicago, 
where it competed in the Windy City Collegiate Classic; the 
team’s second-place performance is its second top-three ﬁn-
ish this season. The season is only three tournaments in.
This success has been achieved through a combination of 
hard work by players and dedication from the coaches.
Coach Christie Martens has been coaching the team for 
seven years, and has helped turn the program into a major 
power player in the Big 12. She loves seeing the team put it all 
together on the course, as it did in Chicago.
The Cyclones started off strong and never looked back.
“It was a real team effort. We played great, and it was a 
lot of fun to watch everyone improve and hold their rounds 
together,” Martens said. “It seems likes sometimes we let 
rounds get away from us after a good start, but this time we 
stayed tough and kept it together.”
The team ﬁnished seven strokes behind ﬁrst-place 
Purdue, but secured second place comfortably, besting third-
place Texas Tech by eight stokes.
The team’s ability to stay focused and conﬁdent was a ma-
jor component of its top-three ﬁnish.
“From top to bottom of the lineup, it was just great play,” 
Martens said. “A lot of them got over the hump and made a 
few birdies to ﬁnish off strong. We beat a lot of good teams.”
One of the best scenes from the Collegiate Classic was the 
play of ISU true freshman Prima Thammaraks, in ﬁrst place 
after two rounds of play and ﬁnishing in second place overall.
“[Thammaraks] was tremendous.” Martens said. “To be in 
the hunt and to almost win was awesome and really exciting. 
I was really impressed. I walked with her the whole time. The 
shots she has the ability to hit and her ball control is amazing. 
She’s only a freshman, I can’t wait to see what she can do it the 
coming years.”
Thammaraks traveled overseas from Bangkok, Thailand, 
to play at Iowa State. She is making a name for herself early 
on and is well on her way to being considered among the elite 
collegiate golfers.
Her play alone would not have resulted in second-place 
team ﬁnish, though, which is where the depth of Iowa State’s 
golf team comes into play.
The roster is full of depth and talented players. Also plac-
ing well for the Cyclones were Laurence Herman, Victoria 
Stefansen, Punpaka Phuntumabamrung and Kristen 
Paulson. ISU teammate Sasikarn On-iam competed individ-
ually and shot well too.
Despite early successes, the Cyclones refuse to get too 
conﬁdent. They will continue to practice and perfect their 
game.
“We always continue to focus on the short game, wedg-
ing and putting,” Martens said. “Our up-and-down [shoot-
ing from off the green and ﬁnishing the hole in the next two 
strokes] percentage is really good nationally, but we can con-
tinue to improve. We want to be one of the best in the country.”
The team’s next challenges come Monday and Tuesday 
when it heads to Illinois for the Lady Northern tournament.
By Dan.Martin
    iowastatedaily.com
she notched six kills for the 
match. 
Her conﬁdence showed in 
her efficient hitting.
Middle blocker Jamie 
Straube said Petersen ﬁnding 
conﬁdence again played a sig-
niﬁcant role in both her and 
Petersen’s performance.
“Kelsey, she’s such a con-
ﬁdent player,” Straube said. 
“When she gets going she can 
just roll with it. She’s so athlet-
ic, and for the other side of the 
net to have to worry about her, 
that opens up the net for me.”
The key for Petersen will 
be to prove she can continue 
to play well now that she has 
regained conﬁdence.
“For her the challenge is 
going to be being consistent,” 
Johnson-Lynch said. “So we’ll 
look to her to have another 
great match this weekend and 
then the week after, and get 
three, four or ﬁve great match-
es in a row.”
Petersen will have to con-
tinue to work hard in practices 
in order to maintain conﬁ-
dence and consistency, some-
thing her team will need as the 
Cyclones continue their Big 12 
lineup.
“That’s going to be the 
question,” Johnson-Lynch 
said. “She’s deﬁnitely capable 
of it. She’s had good stretches. 
We just want longer stretches 
of great play from her, and 
she’s getting there.”
Petersen said she thinks 
she can continue to be conﬁ-
dent and consistent as long as 
she keeps her head up.
Her next challenge will 
be when the Cyclones head 
to Lawrence, Kan., to take on 
Kansas on Saturday.
>>RETURN.p1B
Across
1 The Bob Hope Classic component and others
7 Privately, to a lawyer
15 Like some Egyptian churches
16 Robin’s band
17 *Stand firm
19 Writer de Beauvoir
20 Amiable
21 PIN requester
22 European capital
24 1871 Cairo premiere
27 Latin god
29 *Find by chance
33 Own up to
35 Pierre’s peeper
36 Eastern theater genre
37 *Utility company network
41 Fig leaf’s outer edges?
44 iPod model
45 Surprise at the door
49 *1990s-2000s kids’ show starring a pooch 
named for its color
53 Rowlands of “Gloria”
54 Gets free, as a smoke
55 Flub
57 Highest power?
58 One in a cast
62 Conceive
64 Where this grid’s starred answers’ ends have 
particular relevance
68 Woo, in a way
69 Tied
70 Snuck up on, perhaps
71 Ritual repasts
1 Angel dust, briefly
2 Caused to get up
3 Best
4 Unit quantified in a subscript
5 Secondary
6 Having lovely panoramas
7 “This tape will self-destruct in five seconds” 
fictional spy org.
8 Modernists
9 Gloat
10 Johnson of “Laugh-In”
11 “Frankly, __ ...”
12 Poker face’s lack
13 VCR’s “Go back”
14 Abby’s twin
18 Bell-shaped lily
21 Oklahoma city
23 Lovey-dovey
25 British mil. honor
26 Resilient wood
28 Nurse
30 Data for a neurologist, briefly
31 Broadcast
32 Hair holder
34 Loads
38 WWII female
39 It usually shows more detail: Abbr.
40 Follow closely
41 Wane
42 Swine __
43 Indonesian island
46 Compound used as a lab solvent
47 Two, for one
48 “Never mind”
50 Artist known for spatial impossibilities
51 Part of QE2: Abbr.
52 Walks like a crab
56 Irk
59 Big top, for one
60 Official gem of South Australia
61 Brusque
63 Mimicked
64 CIA predecessor
65 Safety device
66 The London Zoo has one
67 Ms. evaluators
Yesterday’s solution
Daily Crossword : edited by Wayne Robert Williams
Cancer: You Can Only Take One.
Daily Horoscope : by Nancy Black and Stephanie ClementsDaily Sudoku
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TODAY IN HISTORY
Today’s solution: 
Level: medium
INSTRUCTIONS: Com-
plete the grid so each row, 
column and 3-by-3 box (in 
bold borders) contains every 
number 1 to 9. For strategies 
on solving Sudoku, visit 
www.sudoku.org.uk.
DOWN
Submit your LMAO(txt)
and just sayin’ to
iowastatedaily.com/fun_games
CROSS
Today’s birthday (10/7/10). Financial 
matters improve as you identify what 
you truly need, aside from what you 
merely desire. Work progresses well 
as you see possibilities in everything 
around you. Your optimism increases 
as you imagine new plans and execute 
them intelligently.
To get the advantage, check the 
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 
the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) -- Today 
is a 5 -- Align minds and hearts to 
work closely with a partner. Take 
advantage of a shared dream. Money 
causes problems if you go in separate 
directions.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) -- Today 
is a 5 -- Anxiety increases if you focus 
too closely on what others are doing. 
Instead, try working with one partner 
for maximum productivity.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) -- Today 
is a 6 -- Almost everyone is on the 
same wavelength concerning a major 
social event. There’s plenty of love to 
go around and extra hands to make it 
happen.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) -- Today is 
a 5 -- Your attention divides between 
household matters and a lucky travel 
opportunity. You can only take one 
person with you, unless you pay 
personally.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) -- Today is a 
5 -- You get important news from an 
unusual source. This person rarely 
sticks to the facts, so take what they 
say with a grain of salt. Sift for the gold.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) -- Today 
is a 7 -- A close associate surprises 
you with ideas you never expected to 
hear from that direction. Take time to 
consider. What seems unworkable only 
needs a tweak.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) -- Today is 
a 6 -- There seems to be an increase 
in the internal chatter volume, like an 
oncoming train. Count to ten, then 
decide whether to board. You could just 
play the radio.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) -- Today is 
a 5 -- Your best ideas will emerge from 
the consideration of a recent dream 
or quiet contemplation. Share your 
visions with a favorite person and take 
notes.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) -- Today 
is a 6 -- Get together with one other 
person in secret to develop your plan. 
Make a group announcement to share 
your views only after both of you agree.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) -- Today 
is a 5 -- Career efforts move in your 
direction now. Wait until tomorrow to 
begin your next push. Group members 
come on board by then.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) -- Today 
is a 6 -- Even though others seem 
tense or worried, you can relax. Share 
your cheerfulness and optimism. It’s 
contagious, and they really need it now.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) -- Today 
is a 6 -- You get a bright idea that 
upsets the plans of others. At first, they 
fuss. But soon they relax into a new 
perspective. Aren’t you lucky?
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823 Wheeler • Ames
Located in the Northern Lights 
Center
a m i c i  b e nve n u t i !
• Hand-made Ravioli
• Hand-stretched Pizza 
• Lasagna
• Full Service Bar
• Hot peppers and chips 
• Dessert Cannolis
• Italian Grinder
Make your Monday DEALightful with
Every Monday in the classifieds.
GHDOV
Just Sayin’ Thursday October 7th
To the boy who wore overalls to 
class... confidence is sexy!!
  
I cry harder when explaining why 
i'm crying
  
Pringles are the Nazis of potato 
chips. All single file, dressed the 
same, corralled by a crazy mus-
tached dictator.
I want a just sayin' tshirt that says 
"two is better than one, but three is 
better than two"
  
Setting: Raining... Guy number 
1 - wearing garbage bag, (three sec-
onds later) Guy number 2 - riding 
bike shirtless, solution! Goodwill...? 
Salvation Army...?
  
When I ask you what you are doing 
Saturday night at midnight...do not 
respond with "death"  I might call 
your parents.
  
To the athletes on campus who are 
presumably unmannered, thanks 
for surprising us with your chivalry 
and holding doors for people.
  
I look totally hot today AND i saw 
both of my crushes  it's a good day.
  
I always get so sad when i drop a 
red M&M
To the people at Bookends: Stop 
forgetting my extra shot that I pay 
for or I'm going to start "forgetting" 
to tell the cashier that I ordered one.
  
To the "private" number that called 
me twice today and didn't leave a 
voice mail, thanks for nothing.
  
Next time you come back home lets 
not take a pee in my garbage can... 
just sayin
  
It is not cool to break up with your 
boyfriend of 3 years because you 
might be into a guy you met at a 
party. It is really not cool to then go 
back to your boyfriend after 1 day. I 
smell baby drama.
  
To the couple in Freddie Court,
Thanks for the show Sunday night. 
Not the longest but it was quality.
  
When submitting your messages 
here, please people, do a SPELLING 
and GRAMMAR check!! Your 
"funny" statements make you look 
like an idiot when you can't write 
them correctly....Just sayin'
  
Optional shave October anyone?
FAST FACT: POPULATION
Iowa State University’s 
students, faculty and staff total over 
63% of the population of Ames truly 
making it a college town.
1806 - Carbon paper was patented in London by inventor 
Ralph Wedgewood.
1849 - Author/poet Edgar Allan Poe died in Baltimore at age 
40.
1913 - Henry Ford unveiled his new ‘moving assembly line’ 
to speed up mass production of his cars at the Michigan 
plant.
1916 - The most staggering intercollegiate football defeat in 
history took place at Atlanta, Georgia, as Georgia Tech beat 
Cumberland University, 222-0.
1950 - Frank Sinatra, singer, made his television debute 
with "The Frank Sinatra Show", which was the beginning 
of a $250,000 per year, five-year contract. Regulars on the 
show included Ben Blue, The Blue Family, the Whippoor-
wills and Axel Stordahl’s orchestra.
/Classifieds
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CHECK
US OUT!
www.iowastatedaily.com/classifieds
Daily Classifieds Work!
We guarantee it!
Sell it. Move it. Buy it!
Buy 5 days,
Get 5 days
FREE!*
*ISU students get 5 free days
if the item does not sell in 5 days.
Excludes Autos and Rentals
Des Moines Better 
Business Bureau
at 515-243-8137
The
Recommends
ALL ITS READERS
Closely examine any 
offer of a 
job opportunity or 
service that sounds too 
good to be true; 
chances are it is.
Before investing any money, 
please contact the
Service
Showcase
MASSAGE
CLEANING SERVICE
-DFNVRQ&OHDQLQJ6HUYLFH
&DOOXVDW
5HIHUHQFHV,QVXUHG	%RQGHG
\HDUV([SHULHQFH
5HQWDOV
6RURULW\
:LQGRZV
'HHS&OHDQLQJ
5HVLGHQWLDO&OHDQLQJ
*HWWLQJ<RXU+RPH
5HDG\)RUWKH0DUNHW
$40 per Hour Session
James E. Brockway, LMT
Massage Therapist for ISU track last 7 years
Call 233-9719 for appointment
Therapeutic Massage
Ames' Most Experienced Massage Therapist
Mary Dengler, RMT, 
IA Lic # 00477
208 5th Street
232-9474 or 1-800-705-6667
“All work done by the bodies needs.”
New clients always welcome.
HUD 
Publisher’s 
Notice
$OOUHDOHVWDWHDGYHUWLVLQJLQWKLV
QHZVSDSHULVVXEMHFWWRWKH
)HGHUDO)DLU+RXVLQJ$FWRIDV
DPHQGHGZKLFKPDNHVLWLOOHJDOWR
DGYHUWLVH³DQ\SUHIHUHQFH
OLPLWDWLRQRUGLVFULPLQDWLRQEDVHGRQ
UDFHFRORUUHOLJLRQVH[
KDQGLFDSIDPLO\VWDWXVRU
QDWLRQDORULJLQRUDQ
LQWHQWLRQWRPDNHDQ\VXFK
SUHIHUHQFHOLPLWDWLRQRU
GLVFULPLQDWLRQ´
7KLVQHZVSDSHUZLOOQRWNQRZLQJO\
DFFHSWDQ\DGYHUWLVHPHQWIRUUHDO
HVWDWHZKLFKLVDYLRODWLRQRIWKHODZ
2XUUHDGHUVDUHKHUHE\LQIRUPHG
WKDWDOOGZHOOLQJV
DGYHUWLVHGLQWKLVQHZVSDSHUDUH
DYDLODEOHRQDQHTXDORSSRUWXQLW\
EDVLV7RFRPSODLQRI
GLVFULPLQDWLRQFDOO+8'WROOIUHHDW

2004 Forenza 4door
5speed. 58,000mi.
$4,750. 515.520.0714.
SILVER KEY NECKLACE -
REWARD
Lost in Campustown Satur-
day 10/2 night. silver
chain w/ key pendant.
Sips, Club Element, or out-
side on the sidewalks. 
Generous REWARD. 
641.295.6389.
!BARTENDING! $250/day 
potential. No experience 
necessary. Training provided.
1-800-965-6520 ext.161.
Bartender needed nights
and weekends. Apply at
American Legion #37
225 Main St. Ames. 
Earn $1000-$3200 a
month to drive our brand
new cars with ads placed
on them. 
www.AdCarDriver.com
Extras needed to stand in
the backgrounds for a 
major film production. Earn
up to $200/day. No 
experience required. All
looks needed.
Call 877-571-1175.
STUDENTPAYOUTS.COM
Paid survey takers needed
in Ames. 100% FREE to
join! Click on Surveys.
cvxgameconsolerepair.com
Dorm size refrigerator.
Good condition $50. Call:
515-290-7435.
Welch Ave street vending
business for sale. Low start
up cost and can start right
away. Equipment and 
location ready. Be your own
boss and work only on
nights and weekends. 
Perfect for students. Call
Casey at: 515.708.3866.
Looking for female room-
mate for 3 bedroom, 2
bathroom house that is
close to campus. Lease
available now. No pets or
smoking. Contact 
563-590-3818.
1BR efficiency $390/mo.
Utilities included. In Gilbert.
515-450-3465 or 
515-520-1140.
Subleasing 1 BR in a 4 BR,
2 Bath apt on Hunt Street
directly behind Stomping
Grounds. Utilities not includ-
ed: electric. W/D on site.
Cable/internet averages
around $15/month. Rent
around $260/month. Near
CyRide brown route but
within walking distance to
campus. On first floor.
2br close to CY-RIde.Free
cable.515-296-1107.
A Great Value!
LARGE 2 BR apts. Newly
remodled. Convenient 
locations. FREE cable/inter-
net. Decks/patios. Walk-in
closets. D/W, microwave.
Cy-Ride. Pets accepted.
Available Oct. 1.
$630/mo. 515-292-6642
www.jlsorenson.com
NEW 2 BR 1 B house on
3/4 acre lot-full unfin
basemnt with wash/dry H-
UP. 525.00 per month
Propane INCLUDED. month
to month lease. Pets OK
with deposit. 
515-291-0254 Kim
Lost and Found
Sublease 1 BR
2 Bedroom Apts
Services
Autos
For Rent
For Sale
Houses for Rent
Announcements Roommates
LINE RATES:  
(per line per day, includes online)
1-3 Days......$1.60 (per line)
4-6 Days......$1.35 (per line)
7 Days...........$1.10 (per line)
Min. Charge    $3.10
Price includes 55¢/day online charge
We accept:
CLASSIFIED   RATES
CLASSIFIED DEADLINES:
LINE ADS: 
11am, one office day in advance.
DISPLAY ADS: 
12 pm, Three office days in 
advance.
email: class1@iastate.edu
phone: 515-294-4123
Help Wanted Help Wanted
Announcements
FAST FACT: READERSHIP
95% of the student body reads  
the Iowa State Daily  
90% of faculty and staff read  
the Iowa State Daily
FIND US
at over 140 locations around campus
Editor: Jake Lovett  |  sports    iowastatedaily.com  |  515.294.3148 Thursday, October 7, 2010  |  Iowa State Daily  |  SPORTS  |  5B
Iowa State 3 | 0 Texas Tech
ISU players celebrate after scoring against Texas Tech during the game Wednesday at Ames High. The Cyclones defeated the Red 
Raiders in a three-game sweep. Photo: Manfred Brugger/Iowa State Daily
FAR LEFT: Middle blocker 
Debbie Stadick spikes 
the ball into Texas Tech 
territory during the game 
against Texas Tech on 
Wednesday at Ames High 
School. Stadick had two 
kills to help the Cyclones 
defeat Texas Tech. Photo: 
Manfred Brugger/Iowa 
State Daily
Defensive specialist Ashley Mass and setter Alison 
Landwehr go for the ball during the game against Texas 
Tech on Wednesday at Ames High. Photo: Manfred Brugger/
Iowa State Daily
LEFT: Defensive specialist 
and libero Ashley Mass 
passes the ball during the 
game against Texas Tech 
on Wednesday at Ames 
High School. Mass had 14 
digs to help the Cyclones 
defeat the Red Raiders in a 
three-game sweep. Photo: 
Manfred Brugger/Iowa 
State Daily
LEFT: Outside hitter 
Victoria Henson 
passes the ball 
to middle blocker 
Debbie Stadick 
during the game 
against Texas Tech 
on Wednesday at 
Ames High School. 
Photo: Manfred 
Brugger/Iowa State 
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Poison Control Center>
When:
8 p.m.
Where:
The M-Shop
What:
Band has been around 
for 10 years since 
their induction into the 
Ames music scene. 
Tickets are $5 for 
students at the M-
Shop box office. Price 
increases day of show.
The Studies in Creativity 
exhibit opening Thursday is a 
showcase of exemplary work 
from students representing all 
majors.
The exhibit is held each 
year in the Memorial Union 
Gallery and welcomes submis-
sions from any students with a 
desire to present their art. This 
year, 48 artists submitted 107 
pieces, of which a judge chose 
28 submissions.
The caliber of work stu-
dents presented this year was 
extremely strong, said Ashley 
Antle, ﬁne arts coordinator of 
the Student Union Board and 
senior in interior design. 
The consistently strong 
work came as a surprise to 
Antle, who mentioned in years 
past there is usually a “big 
range.”
The judge for the exhibition 
selection this year was Tonya 
Kehoe, assistant professor of 
art at Kirkwood Community 
College.
This year, Antle observed 
Kehoe make selections for 
the exhibit. Antle noticed that 
Kehoe seemed into the paint-
ings and drawings that were 
submitted, though she chose a 
wide range of mediums.
Antle, who was busy set-
ting up the exhibit Wednesday 
morning, said she appreci-
ates how Studies in Creativity 
gives students an opportunity 
to submit work they’ve created 
outside of class.
Jassim Al Nashmi is one of 
the students who composed 
two of the exhibition selec-
tions on his own time.
“I wouldn’t deﬁne myself 
as an artist,” Al Nashmi, junior 
in architecture, said. “I do the 
work on my own time ... I guess 
you could say it’s a hobby.”
One of the pieces Al 
Nashmi created that the judge 
selected were composed of Al 
Nashmi’s introspective view 
of beauty, and it was called 
“Imperfection.”
“Imperfection was basi-
cally a self portrait,” Al Nashmi 
said. “It was basically a change 
in my life of how I perceived 
beauty. I used to perceive beau-
ty as something with straight 
lines that was polished.”
After learning different 
techniques in one of his stu-
dio classes, Al Nashmi said he 
learned to perceive beauty in 
a different way when the class 
was working with materials 
that were a little more messy, 
which he found to be beautiful. 
The inspiration led him to cre-
ate the piece selected for the 
exhibit.
Other students whose 
works were selected are in-
volved in integrated studio 
arts, like Meghan Flynn, senior 
in the program. Flynn submit-
ted two works that were both 
chosen. 
One was titled “Ben,” which 
was the ﬁrst installation in a 
series about how people act 
in front of the mirror, and the 
other was titled “Self Image,” 
which was a portrayal of how 
Flynn perceives womens’ por-
trayal in the media.
Flynn said she has sub-
mitted work in the past, but 
was elated that two of her 
submissions were selected 
simultaneously.
“I hardly ever get two piec-
es in, so that was really exciting 
to me,” Flynn said. “There was 
a lot of really good art in the 
exhibit.”
Studies in Creativity will 
be open Oct. 7 to Nov. 8 in the 
MU Gallery. A reception will 
be at 6 p.m. Oct. 12.
Heather Hach never imagined she would be taking 
a bow with the Broadway cast of “Legally Blonde” on 
their opening night, or that 
the lead actress in the show 
would stop by her home to 
tell her daughter “Happy 
birthday.”
The Ames native was 
hired to write the script for 
the musical, and she refers to 
it as a “surreal” experience.
Although Hach now re-
sides in Los Angeles, she still 
has deep ties to Iowa – even 
the new Hach Hall on cam-
pus is named after her grand-
parents — and she is thankful 
for the love and support she 
received when she lived in 
Ames.
At a young age, Hach 
knew she would pursue a 
career in writing. When she 
attended the University of 
Colorado at Boulder, she 
wrote for her school newspa-
per and studied journalism 
and advertising in the hopes of 
eventually becoming a copywriter.
“It was the only thing I seemed to be that good at. I 
just always loved stories,” Hach said. “From the min-
ute I could write, it was pretty obvious that was what 
I’d do.”
While in college, Hach became even more 
certain of her future in writing when a professor 
asked her to stay after class.
“[My professor] told me I could make a living in 
writing,” Hach said. “Having someone kind of pull you 
aside and say ‘you have talent’ 
means a lot.”
After leaving the University 
of Colorado, Hach reconsidered 
her career in copywriting and 
moved to California to start 
writing scripts. She began by 
writing her ﬁrst work, “I Used 
to Be an Honor Student,” which 
was loosely based on her di-
vorce. Because she was new to 
the writing style, Hach strug-
gled with the script.
“I had no experience. I just 
had a dream and a belief in my-
self, and it worked,” Hach said. 
“[My script] changed my life. It 
was taking something positive 
out of a really negative experi-
ence, which are often 
the biggest teachers 
we’ve got.”
When the script 
was ﬁnished, members 
of the Disney Fellowship, 
a branch of the Disney 
Company especially for feature screenplays, saw 
potential in Hach’s writing.  She was selected as 
one of four new writers to work for the company. 
Thursday
Damon Dotson
Singer-songwriter
10 p.m. at Mother’s 
Pub
$5, 21+
Poison Control Center
Ames powerpop, rock
8 p.m. at the Mainte-
nance Shop
$5 for students, $6 
for public. Tickets in-
crease $2 day of show. 
All ages.
Once A Pawn
Indie
8 p.m. at the Ames 
Progressive
$5, all ages.
Plastic Apartment
Covers and rock songs
10 p.m. at Capone’s 
Drinking Academy
No cover, 21+.
The Anytime (Acoustic 
set)
Pop punk
10 p.m. at Headliners
No cover, 21+
Friday
Drunk and Disorderly
Acoustic rock
FAC at Headliners
No cover, 21+
Strong Like Bear (CD 
release) 
- alternative
with The BreezeWay 
- alternative
Peace, Love and Stuff 
- rockabilly, punk
9:30 p.m. at DG’s Tap 
House
$5, 21+
Patty Larkin 
- folk
with Birdsong at 
Morning 
- acoustic
8 p.m. at the Mainte-
nance Shop
$11 for students, $16 
for public. Tickets in-
crease $2 day of show. 
All ages.
Rudy York
Indie rock
10 p.m. at Capone’s 
Drinking Academy
No cover, 21+
Set in Stone Tour
Hip-hop
10 p.m. at Headliners
21+
Saturday
All the Right Moves 
- pop punk
American Diary 
- pop punk
History on Repeat 
- pop punk
Backdrop 
- pop punk
6:30 p.m. at Zeke’s
$7 in advance, $10 at 
the door; all ages.
So Much Fun 
- Indie
Cashes Rivers 
- folk rock
La Strange
8 p.m. at the Ames 
Progressive
$5, all ages.
Oh My God 
- indie, alternative
with Christopher the 
Conquered 
- piano rock
8 p.m. at the Mainte-
nance Shop
$6 for students, $8 
for public. Tickets in-
crease $2 day of show. 
All ages.
EWO
Dance
9:30 p.m. at Project 
20/20
Dubtonic Kru
Reggae
10 p.m. at DG’s Tap 
House
$5, 21+
EastEighteen
Rock
10 p.m. at Headliners
21+
Sunday
Peace, Love and Stuff 
- rockabilly, punk
Chasing Amira 
- alternative
Crown Modena 
- heavy blues rock
All the Right Moves 
- pop punk
5 p.m. at Headliners
$5, all ages.
By Ames247 staff
‘Give it a Try’
‘Magic Circle Symphony’
‘Losing to Living’
‘It’s a Surprise’
‘Wake Up, Waco’
‘Make a List of People Who Inspire You 
Before You Kill Yourself’
‘Paciﬁc Sunrise’
‘Friends in the Band’
‘Grow Up and Marry Your Best Friend’
‘Don’t Go’
— By Nate Logsdon, 
singer and guitarist of Mumfords
playlistTen Poison Control Center songs 
that have rocked me for years
Events
bestbet!
3 MUSIC Calendar
By Julia Ferrell
Ames247 Writer
Art from student competition on display at MU
‘Blonde’ written 
by Ames native
FRIDAY
“Legally Blonde: The 
Musical”
When:
7:30 p.m.
Where:
Stephens Auditorium
What:
Aspiring law students 
will take the LSAT Sat-
urday and can look to a 
singing, blonde sorority 
girl for inspiration Fri-
day evening.
SUNDAY
Improv on the Easel
When:
6 p.m.
Where:
Memorial Union
What:
Teams of four create 
pastel drawing. They 
have six hours, and 
the theme is revealed 
an hour prior to start. 
Teams must include 
at least one non-art 
major. On display Oct. 
11-12 in the Great Hall.
BLONDE.p7B >>
Courtesy photo: Iowa State Center
By Allison.Suesse
Ames247 Writer
She was assigned a producer and execu-
tive and began writing. Since being hired 
at Disney Fellowship, Hach has been a 
full-time writer and is “profoundly grate-
ful” for the company.
Her ﬁrst assignment for the Disney 
Fellowship was to write the screenplay 
for the Lindsay Lohan remake of “Freaky 
Friday.” The success of the movie and its 
writing attracted Broadway producers to 
Hach, and she was offered a job to write 
the script for their new musical, “Legally 
Blonde.”
“They thought I might have a good 
voice for ‘Legally Blonde,’ so they re-
quested a lunch with me. I really had no 
intention of doing the job,” Hach said. 
“But I fell so in love with them, and I felt 
like that was what I was supposed to do.”
The process took Hach four years 
and numerous trips to New York, and the 
show eventually opened on Broadway in 
2007. Although Hach had gained more 
experience in script writing, she noticed 
a difference between her ﬁlm and stage 
projects.
“It was difficult to get the rhythm of 
Broadway, which is much more economi-
cal. You don’t have time to sit around and 
chat to the degree you do in a ﬁlm, and 
you don’t have the luxury of hearing ‘cut’ 
and the camera goes to another location,” 
Hach said. 
“You have to constantly think about 
the stage direction too.”
Writing the script was also a more 
“collaborative” project for Hach than 
her former work. Every step of the way, 
a creative team worked along with her to 
develop the entire project.
“[Writing stage scripts] is not just you 
in a vacuum; it’s really writing with com-
mittee after committee on some level, 
because the book blends into the songs, 
so you have to work very closely with the 
lyricist,” Hach said. 
“And everyone has their own vision 
for the show, so you really have to work 
so closely. You have to be delicate with 
standing up for what you believe in, but 
also compromising.”
Although there will be obvious dif-
ferences from the ﬁlm version, Hach is 
proud of how “faithful” the musical is to 
the original stories and characters. Fans 
should expect some of their favorite lines 
from the movie.
“We knew people were going to 
want to see [the movie]. They love it for 
a reason and they love the story. But we 
deﬁnitely wanted to reinvent some ele-
ments,” Hach said.
With the script for “Legally Blonde” 
complete, Hach moved on to more 
projects. Recently, she ﬁnished her 
screenplay version of the best-selling 
book, “What to Expect When You’re 
Expecting.” Producers are in the process 
of interviewing directors, and the movie 
will possibly be ﬁlming in January.
Hach is now working on writing the 
script for a television series, “Plan This,” a 
show about a celebrity party planner who 
has trouble living her own life.
Despite all her success in Los Angeles 
and New York City, Hach said she will 
never forget her time in Ames.
“I’m always aware of the fact that I 
come from a small town. It’s shocking 
to me how different my life is from how 
different [my children’s lives] are,” Hach 
said. “The people [in Iowa] are so sup-
portive and lovely, and I just wonder if 
[my children] will have what I had in 
Ames, growing up in Los Angeles.”
Looking back on her career and the 
path that led her to her current life, Hach 
says she “wouldn’t change anything.”
“It’s so far beyond anything I ever 
could’ve imagined,” she said. “I constant-
ly pinch myself.”
To any new writers, Hach advises 
only to “trust your voice and write what 
you know.”
“It can’t be just about things that will 
just get seen or get made. You can’t think 
that way,” Hach said. “Because if your 
voice isn’t unique, or special or dynamic 
in some way, you’re just going to be an-
other script sitting on the ﬂoor. 
“It’s got to have a unique stamp that’s 
going to separate you from the sea of 
other writers who all want the same job,” 
she said. “You just have to write from 
your heart.”
stage,” he said.
Coordinating 25 people to practice 
rock music could be a nightmare, but 
Fleming said they never viewed it that 
way. It was a way to socialize; getting as 
many people as they could into a room 
and just playing music.
“It was pretty chaotic,” he said. “But 
we were all friends too, so it was a fun 
process.”
As the band gained more fame, es-
pecially for its live performances that 
won honors like 2001 Veishea Battle of 
the Bands crown, getting upward of 20 
members to and from shows became dif-
ﬁcult and members dropped out.
“I guess a lot of people were just kind 
of in the band because they were friends 
of ours,” he said. “They didn’t have any 
aspirations to be rock stars, it was just 
kind of the thing to do to socialize or 
something.”
Fleming said it has always been his 
goal to make music his profession, but at 
that point the band started taking things 
more seriously and booking shows 
across the Midwest, eventually leading 
to the band’s ﬁrst actual tour in 2004.
The ﬁrst tour was probably about two 
and a half weeks long, Fleming said, and 
was based around a trip to play a pop fes-
tival in Athens, Georgia.
“It was really successful to us,” he 
said. “We had a great time and we didn’t 
lose money. We learned a lot about tour-
ing on that ﬁrst tour and it’s kind of been 
the blueprint for every tour after.”
The hard work the band has put in for 
the last nine and a half years is paying off 
now, Fleming said. Currently, the band 
is on a nation-wide tour and is almost to 
show number 100 for the tour promoting 
its latest album, “Sad Sour Future.” This 
year, the band has added David Olson to 
ﬁll in on drums.
“We’re having a good time, we’re 
playing fun shows, playing festivals and 
getting to meet some really cool people 
every night,” he said. “We’ve been re-
ally lucky as a band our whole career but 
playing with people that we really like, 
like our idols, getting to open up for them; 
it’s been a pretty special summer.”
Poison Control Center will be on tour 
through Thanksgiving and then Fleming 
said they plan to take a break, record 
more music and get back out on the road 
by January. Fleming said the band will 
also be releasing the original 25 songs 
of the abandoned rock opera project in 
2011.
Although they enjoy being on the 
road, Fleming said their heart will always 
be in Ames — a fact they make known ev-
ery night. Fleming said they view Poison 
Control Center not only as a band, but a 
way to promote the music scene back in 
Iowa.
“I think there’s a really special, hap-
pening music scene going on in Iowa 
right now,” he said. “I feel like if we can 
be like a tourism board for Iowa rock and 
roll, that’s something we would like to 
do.”
He said the band always “raves and 
raves” about the scene in Iowa and local 
bands they enjoy, then tell people they 
meet to think about coming to the area.
The 10-year anniversary show 
Thursday will be a milestone in the 
band’s history and deﬁnitely won’t be its 
last.
“I think all of our musical dreams have 
really come true, so everything else is 
just icing on the cake,” he said. “We’ve 
been doing it for 10 years and I don’t real-
ly feel like stopping. Now, I feel like we’re 
really just kicking into gear.”
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313 Main • Ames • 233-4272
Saturday, Oct. 9th, 2010 • 10 am
No Registration Required • $5 fee
Fall Dishes
Fall vegetable 
gratin made with 
yummy veggies 
from the Farmer's 
Market and a 
lentil salad.
Beatriz Spalding
facebook.com/cooksemporium
Kitchen ware for creative cooking
OLSWOLYZH`
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Battle of the Bands seeking warriors
The Student Alumni Association is looking for bands for the 
2010 Homecoming Battle of the Bands.
The Battle of the Bands will be 4 to 6 p.m. Oct. 28 on Central 
Campus.
Bands must have one member who is an ISU student. 
Applications, a $20 entrance fee and demo are due to Student 
Alumni Leadership Council office in the Alumni Center by 4 p.m. 
Oct. 15.
By Ames247 staff
Brian Regan comes to Stephens
Comedian Brian Regan is scheduled to perform at 7:30 p.m. 
Thursday at Stephens Auditorium.
Regan, who  jokes about the serving size of Fig Newton cook-
ies, Pop-Tarts, hospital rooms and Walkie Talkies, among other 
topics, has been featured on Comedy Central doing stand-up.
He ﬁrst appeared on the radar doing an appearance on “The 
Late Show with David Letterman” in 1995 and has since made 20 
appearances on the show. He has also made appearances on “Late 
Night with Conan O’Brien.”
For ticket information visit the Iowa State Center website at 
www.center.iastate.edu
By Ames247 staff
Childlike illustrations on display
Inspired by pets and wildlife, Candace Camling’s illustrations 
of child-like subject matter are bringing a dose of whimsy to the 
Memorial Union Pioneer Room gallery.
Camling’s work is geared toward the children’s publishing 
market, as evidenced by the paintings that look like pictures in a 
children’s book.
Camling said using animals in her work is an inspiration to 
her because animals, like children, are “brutally honest with 
themselves and others.”
“As we grow older, we become overly polite, cynical and often 
lose our sense of curiosity.  It is through my work that I am able to 
grasp onto some remaining bits of myself in child form,” Camling 
said.
Letitia Kenemer, ﬁne arts director for the Memorial Union, 
said she ﬁrst noticed Camling’s work at art conference and ap-
proached her about exhibiting at Iowa State.
“She’s got something different,” Kenemer said. “It’s child-like 
subject matter, but it doesn’t look like a kid did it.”
Camling lives in Des Moines and does freelance illustrations. 
Her exhibit “Darling Notions: Illustrative Works by Candace 
Camling” can be seen during viewing times, from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m., 
until Nov. 8 in the Memorial Union Pioneer Room.
By Ames247 staff
International performer plays at ISU
World renowned pianist Chu-Fang Huang will perform 
Thursday night at the Martha-Ellen Tye Recital Hall in the mu-
sic building. The concert will conclude her residency in the Ames 
area, where she has been working with local schools and commu-
nity organizations.
This local residency is part of the Young Concert Artist mini-
residency program that helps more than 50,00 students each year 
and employs many great young musicians in the ﬁeld.
Huang is an accomplished musician; some of her re-
cent awards include making it as a ﬁnalist in the Van Cliburn 
International Piano Competition and later winning ﬁrst place at 
the Cleveland International Piano Competition. She is also the 
Young Concert Artists International Auditions along with being 
the Mortimer Levitt Piano Chair of YCA.
Her career began early in her life when she started piano les-
sons at age 7.  Because of her talent, she attended the prestigious 
Curtis Institute of Music in Philadelphia and, later, the legendary 
Julliard.
Since her U.S. debut, when she was 15, she has performed 
numerous international concerts and has been featured with 
notable symphonies like Detroit, Cleveland, the Orchestra of St. 
Luke’s and the Des Moines Symphony.
When: Thursday, Oct. 7, at 7:30 p.m.
Where: Martha-Ellen Tye Recital Hall, Iowa State University
Tickets: $10 adults, $5 ISU students and children under 18
 By Ames247 staff
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“Legally Blonde: The Musical”
7:30 p.m. Friday at Stephens Auditorium
Tickets: $49 and $45, $25 for youth, $20 
for ISU students
>>BLONDE.p6B
>>PCC.p1
Courtesy photo: Poison Control Center Yellowbrick Magazine
The leaves are start-
ing to turn and the 
nights are getting 
colder. It seems 
about the right time 
to ﬁnd someone to 
get close to during 
your Thursday night 
TV shows. We’ve got 
some suggestions to 
help you get closer 
to that special some-
one without  need-
ing another student 
loan. 
dateon a DimeFall
The pumpkin patch or apple orchard
It’s harvest time in Iowa, which means there is a 
great opportunity to take a stroll through the patch 
or orchard and share your thoughts on impression-
ist art or the latest episode of “Jersey Shore.”
Bake a pie
Nothing says fall like pumpkin pie and apple pie. 
Show off your cooking skills by preparing it from 
scratch with the fresh ingredients you both picked. 
Make sure to have whipped cream chilling in the 
fridge and hold off on the “cool h-whip” jokes.  
Good ol’ fashioned leaf pile
Sure, it may have been awhile since you last 
raked leaves, but think of all the good times you 
had jumping into that giant pile. If you live in the 
dorms and don’t have access to a yard, try Central 
Campus or be a good Ames citizen and offer to 
rake for an elderly member of the community. 
We’re sure they would appreciate the gesture and 
wouldn’t mind you taking a running leap when 
you’re done.
By Ames247 Staff
Photo courtesy: Candace Caming
Blue Ribbon Boneless Top 
Loin Pork Chops
4 oz 
85% Lean Fresh Certiﬁed 
Ground Chuck Patties
5 oz
80% Lean Fresh 
Ground Pork Patties
5 oz
Amana Beef 100% 
Natural Cube Steak
5 oz
Hy-Vee Fish Market 
Salmon, Tillapia, or 
Scallops
4 oz
selected varieties
Fast Fixins Chicken Nuggets, 
Patties, or Popcorn Chicken
8 or 10 oz
selected varieties
Oven Ready Twice Baked 
Potatoes
5 oz
cheddar cheese or bacon 
cheddar
Hy-Vee Cheese Slices
8 oz
individually wrapped
Betty Crocker Hamburger, 
Tuna, or Chicken Helper
4.3-7.5 oz
selected varieties
Del Monte Fruit 
Naturals
6-8 oz
selected varieties
Hy-Vee Garden Salad or 
Cole Slaw
16 oz
Michelina’s Authentico, 
Lean Gourmet, Pizza Snacks, 
or Budget Gourmet
4.5-9.5 oz
selected varieties
Hy-Vee Chunky, Traditional, 
or Homestyle Soup
18.5-19 oz
selected varieties
Hy-Vee Fruit Snacks
5.4 oz 
selected varieties
Pillsbury Brownies
19.5 oz
chocolate fudge or 
milk chocolate
Hershey’s Theater Box 
Candy or King Size Bars
2.6-6 oz
selected varieties
Hy-Vee Facial Tissue
76, 86, or 160 ct
selected varieties
Angel Soft Bathroom Tissue
4 regular roll
selected varieties
lincoln center
640 Lincoln Way 232-1961
west location
3800 West Lincoln Way 292-5543
open 24 hours a day   ■   7 days a week   ■   two convenient locations
EMPLOYEE OWNED
22-27   25 2-10
4-25
Prices effective Sunday, October 10th 2010
 10 for $10
7-34
20-40 1
1-3
Dr Pepper, A&W, 7UP
or Sunkist Products
6 pack bottles
selected varieties
2-7
 You don’t have to 
buy 10, but at these 
prices you can!
[The perfect 10]
1 Day Only!
limit
 10 1-15
10 for $10 10 for $10 10 for $10 10 for $10
10 for $10
10 for $10 10 for $10 10 for $10 10 for $10 10 for $10
10 for $10
10 for $10
10 for $10 10 for $1010 for $10
10 for $10 10 for $10 10 for $10
10 for $10
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